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Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches

Towards a computational
ecology of plankton

Résumé
  Ma carrière scientifique a commencé par lʹétude du comportement des larves de 
poissons. Jʹai prouvé quʹelles nagent à des vitesses non-négligeables, sʹorientent, 
notamment en fonction de lʹazimut solaire, et sʹorientent mieux en groupe que 
seules. Quand ces capacités comportementales sont introduites dans des modèles 
Lagrangiens de dispersion, elles influencent les patrons spatiaux de recrutement, 
réduisant souvent les distances de dispersion.
  Je me suis également intéressé à la distribution tridimensionnelle de ces larves et 
du plancton associé. Ces études ont montré que, dans les structures à mésoéchelle, 
une très haute résolution spatio-temporelle est nécessaire pour parvenir à détecter 
des patrons clairs dans la distribution des organismes ou les associations entre taxa.
  À plus large échelle, je me suis ensuite intéressé à la biogéographie dʹespèces 
pélagiques. Dans un atlas de lʹocéan Austral, la modélisation de la niche écologique 
dʹespèces de poissons et de krill a souligné la forte influence des fronts circum-
antarctiques. Les travaux de régionalisation de la Méditerranée ont montré que des 
communautés spécifiques dʹorganismes pélagiques exploitent la zone de gradient 
entre les bassins Est et Ouest. La comparaisons entre diverses régionalisations de 
ce�e région a permis dʹidentifier des zones, de stabilité ou de fort gradient, 
cohérentes quelles que soit les caractéristiques des masses dʹeau considérées.
  Enfin, jʹai contribué à lʹeffort dʹobservation à long terme mené à Villefranche-sur-
Mer, notamment en me�ant en place un système de centralisation et visualisation 
des données récoltées. Lʹexploitation de ces données a confirmé que la Méditerranée 
est une zone où le changement climatique est prononcé, que lʹoligotrophisation 
associée résulte en une diversification des organismes zooplanctoniques et que le 
recrutement des poissons côtiers est cohérent spatialement mais extrêmement 
sporadique temporellement.
  Le point commun entre ces activités apparemment disparates est lʹutilisation 
dʹoutils numériques pour répondre à des questions écologiques. Mon projet de 
recherche est également focalisé sur des approches ʺcomputationnellesʺ, telles que 
lʹapprentissage machine, qui combine de nombreux calculs unitaires pour 
reconnaitre des structures dans de grandes masses de données. Ces données sont 
maintenant disponibles pour lʹétude du plancton, notamment grâce à de nouveaux 
instruments dʹimagerie. Je commencerai par poursuivre mes efforts actuels vers 
lʹautomatisation de lʹidentification dʹorganismes planctoniques sur des images. En 
utilisant ces nouveaux outils instrumentaux et logiciels, il deviendra possible de 
décrire la distribution spatio-temporelle du plancton à la même, haute, résolution 
que son environnement biogéochimique. Cela perme�ra dʹétudier leurs intéractions 
dans les structures à submésoéchelle, qui sont primordiales pour la dynamique de 
ces organismes à plus grande échelle. Enfin, à ce�e grande échelle, les satellites 
perme�ent dʹavoir une vision synoptique de la couche de surface des océans. Je 
propose dʹutiliser les corrélations spatio-temporelles locales dans données quʹils 
récoltent pour décrire, et prédire à lʹéchelle globale, la structure des communautés 
de zooplancton.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Among natural sciences, ecology has always been quite mathematically‑
oriented, and those mathematical foundations were often infused from
other disciplines.

Population dynamics
as differential
equations

For example, population ecology concerns itself with the description
of the variations in the abundance of individuals over time and space. Its
theoretical bases were actually laid out in the 19th century, by Malthus,
an economist, who defined the concept of population and its exponen‑
tial growth. The interaction between two populations, such as those of
a predator and a prey, were later formalised by Lotka and Volterra, a
mathematical chemist and a mathematical physicist. The consequences
of these population dynamics on the evolution of biological traits, such
as body size, can be represented through the adaptive dynamics frame‑
work of J. A. J. Metz, a mathematician by training.

The study of why animals do what they do (behavioural ecology)
was accelerated by the definition of the optimal foraging theory by Ma‑
cArthur and Pianka. Behavioural ecology

as an optimisation
problem

Under this theory, the foraging strategies of anim‑
als should maximise the ratio of energy gained over energy expended,
given their current environment. Mathematically, this is a problem of
maximisation under constraints that echoes similar problems in other
fields, such as the simulation of the choices of economical agents. In eco‑
nomics, the driving force is the market, in ecology it is natural selection.
When the optimal strategy for one individual depends on what the other
members of the populations are doing, game theory (which was also
borrowed from economics) can help explain why some behaviours that
are apparently counter‑selective are still maintained through evolution,
such as altruism. In both cases, the development of these economic the‑
ories through ecological problems later perfused back into economics.

These are just two examples of fields of ecology which benefited from
mathematical formalisation. Formalisation to

compensate data
scarcity

These theoretical frameworks helped make
the most of a relative scarcity of data, especially experimental data that
allows to test hypotheses. Indeed, compared to other fields of biology, ex‑
periments are particularly difficult to carry out in ecology. For example,
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2 INTRODUCTION

while it is possible to trigger and observe a physiological response to a
stimulus in vitro, the stimulus and its response in ecology usually occur
over days to months and several hundred meters square. This makes
them difficult to manipulate and observe.

Once more data becomes available, the focus turned to correctly de‑
scribing it. In ecology, the data is often counts of various species. Their
variations among locations/times need to be described and, often, related
to some potentially explanatory environmental factors. For example, the
composition of the algal community is not uniform along depth and can
be related to factors such as tidal level and light intensity. The mathemat‑
ical tool of choice for ecologists in this case is the distance matrix: the dif‑
ferences in species composition among all couples of samples are quan‑
tified using a multivariate distance metric (Euclidean, Bray‑Curtis, etc.).

Numerical ecology
deals with distance

matrices

The distance matrix hence computed can be (i) represented and inter‑
preted in a simplified space, through Principal Component Analysis for
example, and (ii) related to environmental variables through regression
on these environmental variables (in Redundancy Analysis for example).
Variations around this theme are numerous and gave rise the to field of
numerical ecology, which has succeeded thanks to well laid out theoretical
foundations (in Legendre & Legendre, Numerical Ecology) and increas‑
ingly available software implementations (such as packages for the R
language).

Currently, large amounts of data are made available to ecologists,
thanks to the development of news instruments (e.g. digital imaging
sensors) and new lab techniques (e.g. next generation sequencing). Con‑
currently, computers have become orders of magnitude faster in a couple
decades.Computational

methods repeat many
simple operations…

This has led to the rise of computational ecology, whereby math‑
ematical equations and analytical solutions have been partly replaced
by algorithmic solutions that can only be resolved through massive am‑
ounts of computation. Good examples of such algorithms are bootstrap
aggregating (= bagging) or gradient boosting. Both are based on the re‑
petition and averaging of simple operations (a classification, a regres‑
sion, etc.) and the key to their performance is often some implementa‑
tion “hack” such as dropping half the data randomly at each iteration to
increase the generality of the solution. Such techniques can only succeed
in a situation where computational power and data are in ample sup‑
ply but, when they are, they tend to outperform all other approaches.
The current poster child for these techniques are surely deep Convolu‑
tional Neural Networks (CNNs), typically applied on images. To sum‑
marise them grossly, they amount to the weighted combination of huge
amounts of matrix multiplications and maxima,…and tune them

through trial and
error

with weights initialised
at random and progressively tuned to give the expected answer on train‑
ing data. Here also, implementation “hacks”, such as various ways to
combine convolutions and pooling or to transmit data from one layer
to the next through activation functions, have led to significant perform‑
ance improvements. And overalls, these CNNs have set a new bar in
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many image classification problems. This general idea of “try a bit of
everything and keepwhat works” is central to computational approaches
and while it may not be particularly fancy, it is extremely efficient.

Research at the
intersection of
ecology and
computer sciences

I have used all of those techniques in my research, from mathemat‑
ical modelling to data mining through numerical techniques and now
computational ones. This latter shift has occurred mostly because I have
always been interested in computer and programming and this put me
in a position where I was able to exploit machine learning tools. To be
honest, this was never a part of a grand strategy, anticipating the fact
that computing skills would become essential for scientific research, like
they have in many fields. No. I just like computers. I like writing a piece
of code that solves a problem efficiently. I like combining it with oth‑
ers to support a string of reasoning and provide an interpretable res‑
ult. I find this elegant and empowering, hence stimulating. The poten‑
tial novelty of the ecological result could be just icing on the cake. But
then again, the icing is the most important part of a cake: it is what
you choose it by and what whets your appetite! So in the following,
I will present my various research endeavours according to the ecolo‑
gical questions they are tackling. At the same time, I will strive to high‑
light how the basic ingredients underlying these different research activ‑
ities are often the same: the application and development of mathemat‑
ical/numerical/computational techniques appropriate to solve the prob‑
lem at hand.





Chapter 2

Previous activities

2.1 Behavioural ecology of fish larvae

The vast majority of marine organisms produce larvae who spend a few
hours to a few months living in the water column of the open ocean
(the pelagic domain; Figure 2.1). Those larvae are often quite different
from the adult form in terms of appearance, diet, activity, etc. The larval phase is

critical for stocks and
connectivity…

Early on
in the 20th century, this larval phase was recognised as critical for the
renewal of stocks: larvae are numerous and a slight change in their sur‑
vival probability has a multiplicative effect on the future abundance of
adults 1. In addition, for coastal organisms whose adults live in close rela‑
tionship (demersal) or fixed to (benthic) the substrate, this pelagic phase
is the sole opportunity for larger scale dispersal 2. Hence it conditions
connectivity among coastal populations which is crucial for the efficacy
of marine protected area networks, for spatial stock management, and
for the distribution of genetic diversity.

Early on, these larvae were considered to be plankton, i.e. organisms
that drift freely with ocean currents 3. Research focus was therefore put
on the environmental conditions (currents, influx of nutrients, timing of
the bloom 4, etc.) that facilitate their feeding and keep them close to suit‑
able nursing grounds, hence improve their survival. …and larval

behaviour can
determine its
outcome

Numerical models
of their pelagic drift with currents were use to compute their potential
spread and infer connectivity scales 5. But experiments first performed
on coral reef fishes in the mid 1990’s, and later generalised to other spe‑
cies, showed that larvae do have significant behavioural abilities 6. This
had important implication for such models.

It is in this context that I started my first research internship and then
my PhD thesis. The first review of this body of research was actually
published in 2006, right in the middle of my PhD; it defined fish larvae
as nekton (i.e. organisms that actively aggregate and/or swim), rather
than plankton 7.

5
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Figure 2.1: The life history of a typical demersal fish: adults produce eggs that
can be benthic of pelagic but, in almost all cases, larvae are pelagic before they
metamorphose into juveniles that settle on the coast.

2.1.1 Fish larvae can swim

To assess their swimming abilities, individual fish larvae are put in a
flow‑through tunnel in which the current speed is controlled. This speed
is progressively increased until the fish cannot hold its position in the
tunnel 8. This measurement, called critical speed, is standardised and
comparable among species, and has been proven to be a good way to
estimate both natural, in situ, swimming speeds and forced swimming
abilities.Coral reef fish larvae

swim fast
When measured on various species of, mostly, coral reef fishes,

it revealed that larvae swam at speeds on the order of or greater than
coastal current speeds (10 to 20 cms‑1; Figure 2.2); they cannot be con‑
sidered as plankton under these conditions 7.

But the vast majority of those measurements were performed on coral
reef fishes and it was argued that these results were specific to these
particular, very warm, waters 7. Indeed, when cold temperate species
were studied, they displayed much lower critical speeds. However, cold
temperate environments are dominated by Gadiformes (e.g. cod, Gadus
morhua) and Pleuronectiformes (e.g. sole, Solea solea) while tropical envir‑
onments are dominated by Perciformes, so the comparison is not straight‑
forward.

Warm temperate environments, like the Mediterranean Sea, are also
dominated by Perciformes (e.g. seabreams such as species of the genus
Diplodus) and very little data was available on these species, none in the
Mediterranean Sea 9.We proved the same

for Mediterranean
fish larvae

We measured the critical swimming speed of 153
settlement‑stage larvae in the bay of Villefranche and it ranged between
10 and 40 cm s‑1 (Figure 2.3). For species that were comparable with trop‑
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Ucrit of yolk-sac larvae of a temperate moronid species increased from 0.5 to
2.6 cm s!1 (1.3–4.3 TL s!1) over the size range of 4–6 mm TL (Peterson and
Harmon, 2001). Ucrit speeds great enough to have a important influence on
dispersal and great enough to be ‘‘eVective’’ in many situations occur over a
large proportion of the pelagic larval stage of the species that have been
studied. The perciform larvae in which ontogeny of Ucrit has been examined
swim in a viscous hydrodynamic environment until they are about 5 mm
long and enter the inertial hydrodynamic environment at about 7–10 mm,
depending on species (Figure 4A).
A laboratory method of measuring swimming abilities in fish larvae that

shares characteristics of both the routine and the critical speed methods
provides a result intermediate between those two methods (Hogan and
Mora, 2005). Larvae placed in a long (280 cm) relatively broad (13 cm)

Figure 3 Swimming speeds (Ucrit) of settlement-stage reef-fish larvae of 12 families
from the Indo-Pacific and Caribbean (plus clupeids of the reef-associated, tropical
tribe, Spratellodini) compared to current speeds at four tropical locations. Above the
line (data from Fisher, 2005) are mean andmaximum current speeds (GBR 1 and 2 are
diVerent locations on the Great Barrier Reef, Australia). Below the line are mean Ucrit

for the family and for the fastest species in each family (data from Fisher et al., 2005).
At settlement, average species ofmost families can swim faster than average currents at
all locations. The fastest species can swim roughly twice as fast as the family average,
and some of the fastest species are faster than the greatest currents of most locations.
In the Lethrinidae and Siganidae, values for several unidentified species were used to
calculate a family mean, but values for individual species were not provided by Fisher
et al. (2005).

ARE LARVAE OF DEMERSAL FISHES PLANKTON OR NEKTON? 75

Figure 2.2: Critical speeds of settlement‑stage reef‑fish larvae of 12 families from
the Indo‑Pacific and Caribbeans (from Leis 2006 7).

ical counter parts, the speeds of the Mediterranean species were slightly
lower. Yet, they were on the the order of current speeds in the region:
the fastest local current (the North Current) flows along the shore at 25‑
35 cm s‑1 on average 10. Mediterranean fish larvae are therefore compet‑
ent swimmers, at least at the end of their pelagic episode, and, like trop‑
ical fish larvae, cannot be considered as passive.
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Figure 2.3:Critical swimming speeds of Mediterranean settlement stage larvae, in
cm s‑1. The mean values (empty circle) are overlaid on top of standard boxplots.

2.1.2 Fish larvae can orient

Swimming is
oriented

If larvae swam fast but at random, that would only increase their spread
but not fundamentally change connectivity patterns. However, observa‑
tions of the swimming direction of tropical fish larvae in situ showed
their behaviour was much more complex. To gather such observations,
settlement‑stage fish larvae were caught in the Great Barrier Reef, re‑
leased away from shore, and followed by two scuba divers, who recor‑
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ded their bearing with a compass 6. Although somewhat crude, this
method worked very well for some species and provided unequivocal
evidence that most larvae keep a bearing when swimming, and orient
cardinally. It also suggested that this orientation varied with time of day.

An in situ device
allows to quantify

this orientation

To observe this behaviour with less human presence, yet in a more
controlled environment, which would allow to manipulate the cues that
larvae could use for orientating, we designed a new in situ observation
instrument (Figure 2.4) 11. Its principles are: (i) larvae are placed in a cir‑
cular chamber and the instrument rotates slowly, meaning that, to keep
a bearing, the larvae have to move along the circular wall; (ii) the whole
instrument is locked in its surrounding water mass by a sea anchor, to
avoid creating a current in the chamber which would influence the swim‑
ming direction of the larva; (iii) the behavioural chamber can be transpar‑
ent or opaque, made of mesh or sealed, etc. to test various orientation
cues.

The initial version sported an aluminium frame which integrated the
sea anchor; we used a video camera that looked down on the experi‑
mental chamber and on an analog compass to record the device’s rota‑
tion.After several design

iterations it allowed
to prove that…

The data processing, which I wrote, involved extracting stills from
the video, correcting them to account for severe light changes and vibra‑
tions, and finally semi‑automatically detect the position of the larva on
successive frames 12. This proof of concept showed that larvae of the fam‑
ily Pomacentridae also oriented significantly, along the coast of Florida.

In the next version, the frame was made of acrylic to be transparent
to light and sound (and reduce vibration), the device was turned upside
down so that larvae were directly exposed to natural light, and the sea
anchor was separated from the frame. Electronics‑wise, we used a still
DSLR camera coupled to a time lapse device as well as a digital com‑
pass. I adapted the software to these new, more precise, inputs. This
new device allowed to detect, for the first time in situ, that fish larvae
react to…larvae respond to

odours…
odours emanating from neighbouring coral reefs by changing

their swimming regime and direction 13. It was also compared to the
“scuba‑following” method and provided consistent results 14. Finally, by
observing several larvae placed simultaneously,…orient better in

groups…
we showed that groups

orient better than single individuals 15 (Figure 2.5). The same was ob‑
served for migrating birds, for example, with explanations ranging for
probabilistic (averaging out of individual errors 16) to cognitive (one indi‑
vidual “knows better” than the others 17). However, it was the first time
that such a behaviour was observed this early in ontogeny, in organisms
with probably reduced cognitive abilities; this favours purely probabil‑
istic explanations.

The current version of the instrument is essentially the same but smal‑
ler, using a shutter‑less camera, an Arduino‑based compass and a new
model of drogue. Software‑wise, it evolved from a byzantine collection
of shell and Java scripts into a more robust package for the R language.
Its reduced bulk allowed us to deploy several instruments at once in the
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Figure 2.4: Several iterations on the design of the DISC instrument. Bottom left:
first prototype with aluminium frame, integrated drogue and a downward point‑
ing video camera. Top: my drawings for a circular, acrylic‑based design with
a separate holey‑sock type drogue. Bottom centre: final version of the circular
design with a DSLR camera housing. Bottom right: current smaller version of the
instrument with a GoPro camera and a star‑shaped drogue.
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Figure 2.5:Cardinal orientation of individual and groups of Chromis viridis larvae.
Each dot is the average bearing in one experiment (either of one fish or of a group
of them). For single individuals (left), bearings are spread all around; for groups
(right), bearings are significantly concentrated, denoting orientation, to the South.

Mediterranean Sea and collect the first orientation data in four Mediter‑
ranean species.…and orient relative

to the sun
The large number of experiments, carried out throughout

the day and over several months allowed to show that larvae oriented
with respect to the sun’s azimuth, hence providing a potential mechan‑
ism for large scale orientation, with no geographical point of reference 18.

Image processing in a circular reference
The devices presented above capture images. In those images, the information lies
in the position of the larva within the circular chamber, particularly in its angle relative
to the centre, which is considered as its bearing. Because the camera rotates with the
instrument, a compass is required to provide a frame of reference and rotate images
so that North is in the same direction in all (and points up). Actually, rather than rotat-
ing the images themselves, the detected positions of the larvae are rotated around
the centre of the chamber. As shown below, on the superposition of two successive
frames of version 1 of the instrument, this involves detecting the chamber position and
its centre, shifting it between frames to correct for vibration, detecting the position of
the larva as (xl, yl) on the image and converting it to polar coordinates around the
centre of the chamber (ϕl, ρl), detecting the centre and needle of the compass, com-
puting the rotation of the needle between frames i+1 and i : θci = ϕci+1 −ϕci (or
compute this from the record of a digital compass), and subtracting that angle from
the angular component of the larva coordinate θli = ϕli+1 − ϕli − θci . The data
then becomes the sequence of angles θli .
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Angles have the particularity that 0 = 2π. While the statistical theory for such cir-
cular data exists 19, it is certainly less developed than regular, linear, statistics; im-
plementations are often lacking in particular. Furthermore the θli are recorded in a
sequence and therefore not independent from each other. To compensate for this non-
independence, initially, 1000 bootstrapped subsets of the data were taken at various
intervals and the Rayleigh statistic (the norm of the vector sum of the angles) was
computed to assess the concentration of positions around a given bearing. Based
on these tests, we now sub-sample images directly, at 5 to 10 seconds intervals. To
further process this data, I implemented various functions to complement the circular
package for R: to assess the dispersion of angles (circular standard deviation, Wallraff
test) and compare two sets of angles (Watson-Wheeler test, Watson-Williams test).

2.1.3 Active swimming changes the outcome of Lagrangian
dispersal models

Modelling can help
understand the
hard‑to‑sample
dispersal phase

Fish larvae cannot be physically followed during the days to months
they spend in the pelagic realm. Numerical models are often used to
gain an understanding of this hard‑to‑sample phase 20. In very broad
terms: oceanic currents and hydrological conditions (temperature, etc.)
are simulated through approximations of the Navier‑Stokes equation in
a discretised 3D domain; then, virtual larvae are released in this simu‑
lated environment and their individual displacement by ocean currents
as well as ecological history is computed.

In a best‑practices research report, we examined how such models can
be used to simulate connectivity among coastal populations 21. In addi‑
tion to a realistic current field, the minimum ingredients were concluded
to be good knowledge of spawning times and locations, of the maximum
duration of the pelagic period, and of the potential settlement grounds
for larvae. The second step would be to add vertical migration by fish lar‑
vae, which alters trajectories because currents are different near the sur‑
face and at depth, and spatially explicit mortality. The research needs

https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=circular
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identified in 2009 wereMore effort on small
scales and behaviour

are needed

(i) a better definition of oceanic currents near
spawning grounds, because the initial direction of dispersal has import‑
ant consequences on the rest of the trajectory and (ii) more consideration
of biological processes, in particular through the collection of more data
on in situ mortality rates and behavioural abilities of larvae, which were
extremely scarce. Since then, hydrodynamical models have progressed
but mortality still remains a big unknown.

As for behaviour, it was considered at length in a dedicated section of
the same report 22.Extreme,

individual‑level
behaviour must be

considered

We highlighted that considering average behavioural
abilities is not sufficient, because the extreme, most capable, individuals
are likely the only ones that actually survive. Nor is it appropriate to in‑
fer behaviour from taxonomically‑related species, because considerable
variability exists among species. For each behavioural trait (vertical po‑
sition, horizontal swimming, orientation, schooling, etc.) we designed
simple tests to check its potential influence in a simulation of interest.
Then we explained how to collect data, implement the behaviour in the
model, and parameterise it according to the data collected. When these
simple tests were conducted, they systematically showed a large poten‑
tial influence of larval behaviour on dispersal outcomes, and underlined
that, for most behaviours, data was lacking to correctly set parameter val‑
ues. This is in part what prompted the research described in sections 2.1.1
and 2.1.2 above.

Modelling swimming
larvae increases

settlement…

After implementing the swimming and orientation observations col‑
lected in Villefranche into a model of the Ligurian sea, we showed that
active swimming over the last four days of the pelagic phase was suffi‑
cient to completely change the probability of recruitment (Figure 2.6) 23.
Swimming at only 2.5 cm s‑1 already doubled the recruitment rate; for
the fastest swimming larvae, it multiplied it by ten. The influence of cur‑
rent patterns (such as eddies) was still perceivable though, meaning that
models that combine a precise description of the hydrodynamics and in‑
clude well parameterised behaviour are indeed necessary.

Starting from this parameterisation, we also modelled the full larval
period (from spawning to settlement) for small and large Sparidae (Fig‑
ure 2.3) to investigate how connectivity patterns between Marine Protec‑
ted Areas (MPAs) change when behaviour is introduced 24. Small Spar‑
idae spend 13 to 19 days as larvae, which swim at about 6 cm s‑1 at the end
of their larval phase. Large Sparidae develop for longer (28 to 38 days)
and swim faster in the end (10 cm s‑1). In both cases however, introdu‑
cing active swimming in the model increased the intensity of connections
(Figure 2.7), because it increased overall recruitment (as above),…and modifies

connectivity
but also

modified the patterns of retention around the release zone. In most cases,
adding swimming increased retention or, in other words, decreased the
spatial scale of connectivity (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.6:Maps of the probability for larvae to settle on the coast in the next four
days, averaged over one month of simulation in June (period of maximal larval
abundance). Larvae are assumed to have large scale orientation and swimming
abilities. They swim towards the coast at speeds inferred from the measurements
in Section 2.1.1. In the bottom right, the main current features over the month
of simulation (two stable eddies) are schematised and their influence on larval
trajectories is represented by the black arrows. This effect can be seen in the prob‑
ability maps: it deforms the 0.5 isoline.
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nections. Connections are more intense when active swimming towards the coast
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Figure 2.8: Self‑recruitment rate in each MPA: proportion of the larvae settled in
the MPA that were spawned in it. Self‑recruitement often increases when swim‑
ming behaviour is added.

Implementing swimming in a Lagrangian model
A Lagrangian particle tracking model computes the trajectory of a particle as it is
carried by currents. Its general equation is

dx⃗

dt
= u⃗+ u⃗′

where x⃗ is the position (potentially 3D), u⃗ is the modelled current vector (same di-
mension as x⃗), and u⃗′ is a random current component, much smaller than u⃗, that
can take several forms; typically a random walk. Indeed, the current field is computed
on a discrete grid and some features of the current (very small eddies, turbulence,
etc.) cannot be represented at the scale of that grid; these features would spread the
particles more and this spread is captured by adding this random diffusion term.
Now, swimming particles could be modelled with

dx⃗

dt
= u⃗+ u⃗s + u⃗′

where u⃗s is the swimming vector. However, larvae do not swim deterministically, al-
ways in the same direction, over the duration of the model integration time step (typ-
ically around 1 hour). They rather swim towards a general direction, with more or less
precision. This process can be represented by a correlated random walk, with two
parameters: one determining the variability in speed, the other in orientation (or turn-
ing angles). Because u⃗′ is already a (uncorrelated) random walk term, the model is
often simplified to

dx⃗

dt
= u⃗+ u⃗′

c

where u⃗′
c is a correlated random walk process, the parameters of which represent

both physical diffusion by sub-gridscale features and orientated swimming. Given the
swimming speeds highlighted above (which are on the order of u⃗ rather than u⃗′), the
physical diffusion term is often negligible.
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2.1.4 Modelling optimal behaviour helps understand ecological
processes

Despite the efforts documented above, data on fish larvae swimming
and orientation is still scarce. In consequence, many questions remain
regarding the mechanisms behind the observed behaviours: how are the
different cues available for orientation used together? How do larvae
choose their swimming speed? What determines the balance between
directional swimming and foraging? In situations such as those, when
the overall ecological setting is known but the detail of the behaviours
are not, the theory of optimal behaviour has been an efficient way for‑
ward 25.

Optimal behaviour
models capture distal
mechanisms…

Let us take vertical positioning in the water column as an example.
When the sun rises, many organisms migrate downwards. Often, the
“proximal” cause (i.e. the how) of this behaviour is that organisms sense
light and move away from it (they are photophobic). But the “distal”
cause (i.e. the why) is that they risk being eaten by visual predators if
they stay in an illuminated area, yet they still need to come to the sur‑
face because it is where most of the food is. Vertically migrating fish
larvae certainly choose their swimming orientation and speed but they
probably do so in direct reaction to stimuli from their environment, like
light; it is unlikely that they consciously solve the trade off between stay‑
ing near the surface, eating more but risking predation vs. migrating
down, stop eating and hiding from surface predators. …that result from

natural selection
This trade off is

in fact solved by natural selection: in a situation where photophobic and
non‑photosensitive organisms coexist, the photophobic organisms move
down, suffer less predation, have more opportunities for reproduction,
and therefore their proportion in the population increases over time, un‑
til only the “optimal” (or at least better) behaviour remains.

When selective
pressure is high, such
models work

To predict what an organism will do in a given environment, one does
not have to know all the proximal mechanisms, which can be very intric‑
ate, one “only” has to find which behaviour would yield highest survival
and/or reproduction, and assume natural selection will have selected it.
This is the theory of optimal behaviour. Of course, many caveats remain:
constraints exists on what behaviours are feasible, all possible trade offs
have to be considered, measuring survival and reproduction over the
whole lifespan of the organisms of interest is almost impossible, etc. Yet,
in situations where the trade offs can be simplified, the application of
this theory has proven to be very effective 26.

And selective
pressure is very high
during the larval
phase

The larval phase of coastal fishes is such a situation. There is no repro‑
duction at this stage, so the only goal is surviving with maximal energy
reserves, to be ready for the next step of the life cycle. Survival is very
low (1 in a million larvae survive the pelagic phase on average 27) and
this is partly due to the fact that larvae who do not find a suitable habitat
at the end die 28. This puts enormous selective pressure on any mechan‑
ism that increases survival, in particular that allows finding a settlement
habitat.
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Therefore, we built several models in which a dynamic environment
was set up, larvae were parameterised with realistic maximum swim‑
ming speed, energy reserves and expenditures, and the optimisation tar‑
get was to recruit back on the starting habitat (which is known to be
suitable) with maximal remaining energy 29.Models of optimal

swimming…
The trajectories of passively

drifting and optimally swimming larvae were compared, over 25 days of
dispersal, in two typical coastal environments where eddies are present
and therefore passive retention is possible: an island and a promontory.
Figure 2.9 shows 10 typical passive and active trajectories in the promon‑
tory case, which illustrate that only 1% of the passively drifting larvae
were brought back to the suitable habitat while 95% of active tropical‑
type fish larvae returned. When cold‑temperate larvae were simulated,
with much lower swimming abilities, 72% of them still reached the target.

…show that modest
swimming speed can
influence recruitment

Indeed, the examination of optimal swimming decisions showed that lar‑
vae always swam at very low speeds (2 cm s‑1 on average, while the max‑
imum speed of tropical larvae went as high as 30 cm s‑1). They swam
mostly at the beginning of their dispersal and exploited the backward
flow of eddies during the rest of the 25 days, hence saving energy. This
suggested that even very moderate swimming abilities can have large
consequences on dispersal trajectories and highlighted that initial dis‑
persal is critical for the energetic cost of returning to the shore in the
end.
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Figure 2.9: Top view of simulated dispersal trajectories of passive (top) and op‑
timally swimming (bottom) larvae over 30 days. The domain is simulated with a
uniform flow from the left side. Larvae are either entrained with (top) or trapped
by (bottom) eddies that detach from the promontory.
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The same model was used to simulate the effect of a 2ºC increase in
water temperature, that accelerates the development of swimming abil‑
ities, reduces the duration of the larval period but also increases daily
mortality rates 30. A temperature

increase influences
swimming abilities,
hence recruitment

In all situations, recruitment rates increased, mainly
because larvae were subject to slightly higher mortality rates but over
a shorter time and also because the earlier development of swimming
abilities allowed them to better exploit the low flow regions in the lee of
the topography and be retained near appropriate settlement sites (Fig‑
ure 2.10). This is consistent with several other models predicting reduced
connectivity scales under simulated climate change 31.
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Figure 2.10: Simulated trajectories around an idealised island for optimally swim‑
ming cold‑temperate fish larvae, in the present conditions (top) and after a 2ºC
increase (bottom). The earlier onset of swimming allows a larger proportion of
simulated larvae to move down, in the lee of the island, towards regions of low
flow, and be retained close to suitable settlement locations, hence increasing the
recruitment rate.

Dynamic programming to solve optimisation problems
To put the theory of optimal behaviour in practice, we need a way to find this optimal
behaviour, i.e. the one optimising a quantity of interest in a given environment. In our
case, we want to find the sequence of swimming decisions that allows to reach the
coast with maximal energy reserves at the end of the larval phase. The brute-force
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way of solving this is to compute every single swimming decision at each time step
for each larva, record the outcome of each, and, at the final time step, select the best
sequence. But the computational cost of this is prohibitive, hence the use of dynamic
programming.
Let us consider the simplified case of a unidimensional space (x, the distance from
the coast) with larvae that have energy e. Larvae can take two decisions: (s) swim
shoreward by δsx and loose energy δse or (f ) forage and gain energy δfe but drift
offshore by δfe because of the current. We start by setting the “gain” of a larva at the
final time step, t = T

G(xT , eT ) = eT 1{xT=0}

which means that the gain is eT , the final energy, if the larva is on the coast at the end
(xT = 0) and 0 if not. Now, at each time step, the gain depends on what decision
the larva takes (s or f ) and where this decision will take it, in state space (x, e).
Because we model optimal behaviour, we want the decision that maximises the gain

G(xt, et) = max(G(xt+1|s, et+1|s) , G(xt+1|f , et+1|f ) )

in our simplified case, we can write it out as

G(xt, et) = max(G(xt − δsx, et − δse) , G(xt + δfx , et + δfe ) )

With this equation and the final gain, we can recursively compute the optimal decision
at any time step. For example, at the last time step T − 1, if the larva is within δsx of
the coast it should swim to it, if not both decisions provide gain zero. At the previous
time step T − 2: if the larva is within [0, δsx − δfx ] of the coast it should forage
because it will get more energy and still be within δsx of the coast at time T − 1 (i.e.
non-zero gain); if it is within ]δsx − δfx , 2δ

s
x] it should swim to reach a non-zero gain

position at time T − 1; if is beyond 2δsx, the decision does not matter because the
gain is zero either way. This defines the gain landscape for T − 3, etc.
This is Bellman’s dynamic programming equation 32. It still requires to compute the
outcome of every decision at every time step, but only the optimal decision is kept
and the optimal decision at time step t only depends on the gain at time step t+ 1,
so it avoids the combinatory complexity of the brute force approach. It solves the
optimisation problem elegantly and provides the decision sequence in addition to the
optimal trajectory. Examining this decision sequence allowed to show that moderate
swimming speeds were sufficient to strongly influence trajectories and to understand
by which mechanism the changes in ontogeny dues to warmer waters influenced
trajectories.
It has caveats though. The gain field has to be computed at each time step. So the
state space has to be discretised and the outcome of every decision computed at
each grid point. Therefore, the dimension of the state, the fineness of its discretisa-
tion, and the number of decisions influence computational cost in a multiplicative way,
which imposes limits to their size. Furthermore, the decision field is not continuous
(e.g. sharp changes between swimming and foraging occur in the case above) and,
therefore, cannot be interpolated. So the approach is probably limited to theoretical
study cases (such as the ones above) rather than large realistic simulations with a
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fine grid and many decisions. Yet, the whole premise of the optimal behaviour theory
is to gain an understanding of the “why” of behavioural decisions rather than to predict
their exact realisation.

2.2 Plankton and fish larvae distribution

In addition to looking into the behaviour of fish larvae and its potential
consequences through modelling, I studied their in situ distribution and
how it can be related to environmental factors, including the distribution
of their potential planktonic preys.

2.2.1 Mesoscale features require detailed analyses

Grid sampling
around an atoll…

We sampled fish larvae and plankton on two grids of stations around
the atoll of Tetiaroa, with the goal of detecting its “island mass effect”,
i.e. the increased productivity in the leeward side of the island due to
the eddies it creates within an otherwise steady flow 33. The large grid
comprised 36 stations distributed in a 50×50 km square, took three days
to sample, and was repeated four times (Figure 2.11); the small grid were
16 stations distributed radially in the immediate vicinity of the atoll, took
one day to sample, and was repeated twice.

At both scales, the distribution of phytoplankton biomass inferred
from fluorescence suggested an island mass effect but was shifting bet‑
ween repetitions of the sampling, which was not surprising since meteor‑
ological conditions (wind speed and direction in particular) also drastic‑
ally changed. …highlighted patchy

distributions of
planktonic groups…

The distributions of zooplankton and fish larvae were pa‑
tchy, very different among taxa and repetitions of the sampling (Fig‑
ure 2.11), and apparently not related to environmental conditions or to
each other. Even though sampling was perturbed by unstable meteor‑
ological conditions, the relationships between fish larvae, zooplankton,
and water masses conditions should still have been somewhat preserved,
even if the communities were shifting geographically. …with no clear

correlations
In this case, such

relationships were not apparent when looked for at community‑level, in
depth‑integrated samples, at mesoscale (i.e. scales on the order of kilo‑
metres).

We also sampled fish larvae and plankton at stations spaced by 5km
on average, sometimes closer, along a transect across the front created
by the North Current in the north‑western Mediterranean Sea (a front
is a confrontation of two different water masses). Higher resolution

sampling showed
clearer patterns…

In that case, the meso‑
scale frontal feature had an obvious effect on the concentration and com‑
munity composition of fish larvae. Larvae of coastal fishes, in particu‑
lar, seemed constrained to the coastal zone (Figure 2.12). The associated
planktonic populations have not yet been fully examined and this is part
of my research project (Section 4.3).

Finally, in another study 34 (for which I contributed to the data ana‑
lysis only), zooplankton was sampled at very high resolution (km on the
horizontal, cm on the vertical), by an in situ imaging instrument, along
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three transects crossing a sharp salinity‑driven front in the Southern Cali‑
fornia Bight.…particularly at m

scale, in 3D
At those scales, the relationships between the concentra‑

tions of gelatinous zooplankton and environmental variables were very
clear, with R2 of multivariate models often above 40% and up to 93%
depending on the species.

So, overall, the effect of environmental forcing on zooplankton dis‑
tribution can be very strong, as is well known at basin or worldwide
scale 35.Submesoscale

resolution is
mandatory

But, in dynamic mesoscale structures, it appears that very high
resolution data, resolving the details of the structures as well as the dif‑
ferences between taxa, is necessary to capture this effect. Such data is
still scarce because sampling zooplankton is not yet as streamlined and
automated as measuring hydrological or biogeochemical variables.

2.2.2 Vertical distribution changes finely with age and time of day

As explained in the previous section, the vertical position of larvae is
particularly important because it conditions their probability to find food
or encounter predators, and because it alters their drifting trajectories
since currents are often slower at depth than near the surface 36.

Fish larvae were sampled in a depth‑stratified manner around Te‑
tiaroa, using a Multiple Opening/Closing Net and Environmental Sens‑
ing System (MOCNESS: a frame containing several plankton nets that
can be opened and closed at specific depths). By splitting the catches
among preflexion (young), flexion (older), and postflexion (almost ready
for settlement) stages, we could show that the depth distribution of many
families spreads deeper when larvae grow older.Larvae spread, rather

than migrate, down
during ontogeny…

This is often called
“ontogenetic vertical migration”, suggesting that the distribution shifts
towards deeper waters. By using repeated sampling at many different
depths, we were able to get more details on the distribution and show
that the behaviour is clearly a spread, rather than a shift (except for Labri‑
dae); young larvae were often limited to the first 50 m while older ones
exploited a larger range of depths (Figure 2.14).

When these observed distributions were input in a Lagrangian dis‑
persal model parameterised around an isolated island within a steady
flow, as in Section 2.1.4, the dispersal distances were lower for vertic‑
ally moving larvae than for larvae drifting always close to the surface,
as expected.…with limited

consequences for
dispersal

However, they were not much lower, which was surpris‑
ing compared to the literature. This is probably because the other mod‑
els represent the expected shift towards deeper, slower currents. When
parameterised with the actual observations of a spread, old larvae were
able to move within the full water column, hence experiencing all current
speeds, not just the slow, deep, speeds.
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Figure 2.14: Violin plots of the vertical distribution of the depth centres of mass
computed at each station for larvae from several families at three developmental
stages. In most families, older larvae are spread over a wider depth range than
young ones

Fine scale vertical distribution from coarse scale sampling
Given its ecological importance and the prevalence of diel vertical migration, many
studies have investigated the vertical distribution of plankton 37. In most cases, depth-
stratifying nets (such as the MOCNESS 38) were used. These yield concentrations
organisms within depths bins typically spanning from 20 to 200m.
To compare distributions among conditions (e.g. between night and day), one can use
distribution tests on the concentrations, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. How-
ever, the power of such tests is often directly proportional to the number of bins; and
this is rarely more than 10 for plankton nets. In addition, this test is sensitive to aggreg-
ation in the underlying distribution and plankton is usually distributed in aggregated
patches.
An alternative has been to compute the depth centre of mass (zcm) of the plankton
patch in each sample and then compare of those centres among conditions. The zcm
is the average of the depths of each net weighted by the concentration in it:

zcm =
∑
i

ci∑
ci
zi

where ci is the concentration in net i and zi the depth of the middle of the layer
sampled by net i. However, if the depth bins are not equally tall, this often-used for-
mula is wrong, as shown in the simple example below.
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The quantity of plankton is the same in nets 1 and 3 and the true zcm is right between
them. But, because net 1 samples a larger portion of “empty” water, the concentration
in net 1 is lower than in net 3. Weighting the depths by concentrations biases the zcm
towards the depth of net 3. Instead, integrated abundances should be used

zcm =
∑
i

ai∑
ai

zi where ai = ci · hi

In addition, if the depths bins are the same at all stations, the estimates of zcm are
biased towards the middle of those bins and have a precision equal to the bin size. Let
us take the extreme case of a thin layer of plankton, 1m thick, at 85 m depth, sampled
by a net going from 100 m to 50 m. Its depth will always be estimated at the middle
of the net bin: 75 m. If the bins are randomised among samples, or at least varied,
the average of zcm across samples would tend towards 85 m, rather than 75 m; the
precision of the average therefore becomes finer than the thickness of the bins.
To get correct and accurate estimates of the depth distribution of fish larvae around
Tetiaroa from only four nets bins between 105 m and the surface, bin limits were
shifted by 5 m between stations, yielding four sets of bins that there distributed across
stations, and integrated abundances were used to compute zcms. To our knowledge,
this was the first sampling and analysis of this kind, despite the flaws in the usual
procedures highlighted above.

Along North Current transect, in the north‑western Mediterranean
Sea, plankton was sampled by the same in situ imaging system as in
the California Bight. It provides cm‑scale vertical positions of the organ‑
isms. While the data is still being processed, enough has been sorted to
provide accurate estimations of the distributions of various planktonic
groups during the day and at night.Diel vertical

migration can occur
over very fine scales

This highlights the well known diel
vertical migration of plankton, such as copepods. What is more interest‑
ing here is that this very fine scale data allows to detect migrations on the
order of a couple meters, as is the case for Doliolids (Figure 2.15). Such
fine scale behaviours were previously completely erased by the sampling
precision of vertically stratified nets.
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Figure 2.15: Day (white) and night (grey) distribution of various planktonic taxa
collected over two transects across the North Current, in the north‑western Medi‑
terranean Sea. Most taxa are distributed shallower at night.

2.3 Plankton and nekton biogeography

2.3.1 Niche models predict basin‑scale distribution of marine
organisms

Patterns in environmental variables are more stable over large spatial
scales than in the mesoscale structures studied above. For example, the
latitudinal gradients in temperature and light dominate the variability of
the surface layer of the oceans 35,39. Therefore, the relationships between
such habitat variables and the presence or abundance of a given species
are often strong over these large scales. Niche model capture

macroecological
patterns…

Ecological niche models 40 de‑
scribe these macroecological relationships: the set of habitat conditions
in which a given species is more present or abundant. They are also
known as habitat suitability models.

Data on the distribution of biological organisms is often scarce, with
entire regions of the oceans that are not sampled because they are diffi‑
cult to access. Environmental variables have better coverage, thanks to
remote observation from satellites and unmanned instruments, accurate
models, etc. …by correlating

species observations
with environmental
conditions

Therefore, habitat models can help fill the gaps in our know‑
ledge of the distribution of species. The model is fitted in regions where
biological samples are numerous. It captures the conditions in which the
species is abundant and those in which it is rare. The model predictions
are then extrapolated to under‑sampled regions. When the right envir‑
onmental conditions are met, the species is assumed to be abundant.

We used this approach to describe the distribution of krill (Euphausi‑
acea) and fish (Actinopterygii) for the Biogeographic Atlas of the South‑
ern Ocean 41,42(http://atlas.biodiversity.aq). A set of 108 environmental
variables layers (geomorphology, hydrology at various depths and sea‑
sons, etc.) was extracted from a combination of in situ, satellite, and mod‑

http://atlas.biodiversity.aq
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elled information.They highlighted
how fronts structure

the distribution of
Antarctic krill

A database of presence and absence records of each of
the 13 species of krill and 374 species of fish was assembled thanks to the
efforts of the CCAMLR. For species with enough records, niche models
were built, allowing to describe their potential circumpolar distribution,
while samples in this regions are often limited to the most accessible
areas. The models often highlighted the dominant influence of the po‑
lar front for pelagic species and the sharp changes in the community of
benthic, but also pelagic, fishes at the break of the Antarctic continent’s
shelf. For example, the distribution of antarctic krill (Euphausia superba,
Figure 2.16) was clearly limited by the Atlantic polar front in the north;
the model allowed to project its distribution in the Ross Sea (lower left
quadrant of the map), where records are scarce.

Figure 2.16: Presence (red) and absence (black) records of Euphausia superba over‑
laid on its probability of presence predicted mainly from silicate concentration at
the surface, temperature at 200 m, and oxygen at 50 m. The model explained 63%
of variance in the presence/absence record. Predictions are not extrapolated to re‑
gions where those environmental variables exceed the range in the observations,
hence the ragged northern edge of the map.

Similar work was carried out in the Mediterranean Sea, where we
modelled the distribution of 1250 species 43.Combine niche

models output…
The modelled output were

used in a regionalisation study (see below) and to investigate the pro‑
vision of ecosystem services. Species were assembled into groups im‑
portant for the functioning of ecosystems or the provision of some ser‑
vices.…and expert

opinion…
The contributions of each group to the services defined by the

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment was estimated from expert know‑
ledge through and in person and online survey (http://mesi.obs‑vlfr.fr).

…to map the
provision of

ecosystem services

Finally, a map of an index of provision of services over the Mediter‑

http://mesi.obs-vlfr.fr
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ranean Sea was computed by combining the modelled distribution and
the estimated contributions. While the output generally made sense, it
highlighted some corner cases that made us question the mathematical
soundness of the synthetic index. In addition, this work was very divis‑
ive within the community: some applauded the effort while others con‑
sidered it ridiculous, unscientific, and actually insulted us. It was never
published. At least it allowed the Master student involved in the project
to continue towards a PhD thesis in environmental economics.
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Figure 2.17: Matrix of the contributions of functional groups (rows) to ecosystem
services (column) gathered through the survey (median of the answers of 70 par‑
ticipants weighted by their self‑estimated knowledge of the groups).

Finally, because climate models can predict the fields of environmen‑
tal conditions in the future, a niche model fitted on the present distribu‑
tion of a species can project its future distribution based on future fields.
This comes with many caveats however. First, the uncertainties of the
climate and niche models combine. When this was examined for cope‑
pods assemblages in the Mediterranean Sea, the choice of niche model
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had more influence on the predicted assemblage that the greenhouse gas
emissions scenario, which shows how much uncertainty remains in the
niche modelling 44. Second, biological organisms may evolve and adapt
to their changing environment rather than stay with the same preferenda
and move geographically (or disappear). For species with short genera‑
tion times, such adaptations can be fast. But to know whether and how
this would happen, very long term experiments of artificial evolution
have to be carried out and those are rare, so adaptation is neglected for
lack of a better hypothesis. Third, even if organisms do not have time
to adapt, their realised niche (the conditions in which they are currently
observed) is different from their fundamental niche (the conditions in
which they could be observed). This difference comes from biological in‑
teractions (presence of predators, etc.) or biogeographic barriers that do
not allow the species to colonise all suitable habitat.Fundamental, rather

than realised, niche
should be used for
climate projections

The niche that mat‑
ters for climate projections is the fundamental niche, which represents
the physiological conditions the species can withstand. However, the
realised niche is classically used because it is easier: outlining the funda‑
mental niche requires physiological experiments while the realised niche
can be deduced from existing data through the niche modelling process
explained above. In a currently ongoing project, we are investigating the
difference between using the realised or fundamental niches to project
the future distribution of a toxic dinoflagellate (Ostreopsis ovata cf. ovata)
along the coasts of the Northern Mediterranean, where it is already re‑
sponsible for harmful algal blooms.

Gradient boosting to model species-environment relationships
Species-environment relationships are often non-linear. For example, species have
a temperature preferendum and cannot survive when temperatures are either too
low or too high. They also involve complex interactions among environmental factors;
for example, food concentration may become limiting only when temperature is high
because metabolic rates are higher.
Regression trees are able to capture non-linear relationships and represent interac-
tions naturally.
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To model the effect of environmental factors on the abundance (A) of a species, the
abundance records are recursively partitioned into homogeneous subsets according
to the value of environmental factors (light and temperature here). Themodel estimate
for the abundance in each subset (Â) is the average of the abundance records of
the subset. The partitions are made as to minimise the sum of the within-subsets
variances in abundance. By growing deep trees, one can model complex relationship
shapes. The asymmetry in the tree, which occurs naturally, represents interactions;
here temperature only has an effect when light levels are high.
Such models are versatile but may have limited predictive power. In addition, their pre-
dictions are stepwise (in the example above, predicted abundance changes abruptly
when temperature crosses 8ºC) while the true relationships are smoother. Gradient
boosting solves both problems: instead of growing one deep tree, it grows a long se-
quence of smaller ones, each working on the residuals of the previous. In addition,
each tree is not fully “learned”, meaning that its predictions are scaled by a shrinkage
(or learning) rate, leaving more information in the residuals. This allows for a very
large number of small trees (usually in the thousands), which results in smoother re-
lationships (thousands of partitions instead of dozens) and a better fit to the data. In
addition, to avoid overfitting and keep some generality in the model, only a fraction of
the data (typically 50%) is used to grow a tree and a new fraction is randomly chosen
for each tree. Therefore, only the strong relationships, still apparent in all 50% sub-
samples of the data, are learned.
To go beyond the predicted distribution and understand the correlative mechanisms
modelled, one can use partial dependence plots: plots of the effect of changing one
variable while holding the others constant. They are univariate approximations of a
multivariate model but are often sufficient to show which temperature or salinity range
a species prefers, for example.
Boosted Regression Trees (BRTs) with bootstrapped partial dependence plots were
used to predict the niche of Antarctic species and document their preferenda. In ad-
dition, I setup a a web application that allowed anyone from the consortium of the
Atlas of the Southern Ocean to upload occurrence data and test BRT modelling on
their species of interest (https://github.com/jiho/atlasr); a screen capture of the user
interface for the choice of settings is displayed on the next page. Technical choices
were reduced to a minimum and set to meaningful defaults; most of the choices left
were ecological (which environmental variable to consider, within which limits to pre-
dict, etc) and easily set by clicking buttons and moving sliders. This allowed experts
of each biological group to assess the relevance of models and made for great inter-
actions during consortium meetings. The software was heavily used for fishes (~350
species).
The same technique was used with great success to model fine scale species-environ-
ment relationships along the North Mediterranean Current front and California Current
front (Figure 2.13), as well as in classification mode, to detect seismic signals (see
Section 3.1 later).

https://github.com/jiho/atlasr
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2.3.2 Regionalisation summarises geographical patterns

One goal of biogeography is to provide a synthetic view of the spatial
patterns of biogeochemistry and biodiversity.Regionalisation

summarises biogeo‑
chemical/ecological

patterns

This can be done through
regionalisation: the division of space into regions within which proper‑
ties are quite homogeneous and among which they are different. For
oceanic biogeochemistry, the most well‑known regionalisation is that
of Longhurst. But regionalisation efforts have mostly been global. Re‑
gional seas, such as the Mediterranean, are often left as one single unit.
Yet, management policies, which would benefit from the simplification
that regionalisation provides, are usually defined at regional scale.
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Between 2009 and 2017, seven studies proposed regionalisations of
the Mediterranean Sea. Most of them focused on physical or biogeochem‑
ical properties of the surface layer only.

So, first, we exploited 3D climatologies (i.e. average fields) of biogeo‑
chemical variables to propose a depth‑stratified regionalisation of the
Mediterranean 46 (Figure 2.18). Regions were delineated within the epi‑,
meso‑, and bathy‑pelagic layers, by combining four statistical clustering
methods (see box later in this section). Biogeochemical

patterns change with
depth in the
Mediterranean

The Mediterranean Sea is dom‑
inated by a longitudinal gradient between warm and very oligotrophic
(i.e. nutrient poor) waters in the East and colder and less oligotrophic
waters in the West. This feature of course transpired in the regionalisa‑
tions but its influence was very different among layers. For example, the
separation of regions in the epipelagic layer was primarily influenced by
patterns in temperature, chlorophyll content, thermocline intensity and
bottom depth; in the mesopelagic one, some dominant variables differed.
In particular, oxygen and phosphate concentrations, linked to the ingress
of Atlantic waters in the Mediterranean, had a larger influence. By high‑
lighting the difference between the surface layer and the other, less stud‑
ied, deeper layers, this study put focus on the importance of acquiring
data at depth.

Second, we used the 1250 niche models of Mediterranean species 43

as input to the same clustering techniques to provide the first regional‑
isation of this sea based on ecological communities, rather than biogeo‑
chemistry. Species were initially split per trophic level (producers, con‑
sumers, secondary consumers, top predators) and then a combined re‑
gionalisation was proposed. This ecological regionalisation focuses on
the surface layer because this is where most occurrence of species were
recorded. Near the surface,

specific communities
exploit
biogeochemical
gradients

When the epipelagic biogeochemical (bgc) regionalisation is
compared to this ecological (eco) one (Figure 2.18), it can be noticed that
eco‑regions often subdivide bgc‑regions. For example bgc‑region 10 cor‑
responds to eco‑regions 14, 11, 13, 16, and 7; bgc‑region 1 corresponds
to eco‑regions 17, 18, and 20; etc. These bgc‑regions are in the transition
zone between the oligotrophic east and the less oligotrophic west, and
have “average” properties. Biological organisms seem to exploit these
transitions and this creates different communities within those seem‑
ingly “average” regions.

Different
regionalisations of
the Mediterranean…

Finally, we tried to synthesise all these regionalisation efforts. They
were based on different views of the Mediterranean Sea: phenology of
the phytoplankton, biogeochemistry at the surface or in three dimen‑
sions, connectivity due to currents, ecological composition, etc. All could
be of interest and a consensus was needed. To find it, we selected 8 non‑
redundant regionalisations among the 20 proposed, superposed the fron‑
tiers between the regions from each to compute a congruence metric,
and smoothed it to remove noise and highlight general patterns. This
allowed to delineate consensus regions, defined as having a low con‑
gruence core and being surrounded by strong frontiers; those were re‑
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Figure 2.18: Biogeochemical regionalisation (top) and ecological regionalisation
(bottom) of the surface layer of the Mediterranean Sea.

gions that were found consistent for all variables (Figure 2.19). It also
highlighted consensus frontiers, defined as having a high congruence
core and some spatial extent; which were regions where all variables
change simultaneously.…still agree on some

consistent regions
and frontiers

This map shows that, while large areas of the
Mediterranean Sea cannot be easily summarised (intermediate congru‑
ence values = inconsistency among regionalisations), some patterns still
emerge and can form the basis of management units in the open sea:
some regions and frontiers are consensual. When cumulated human im‑
pacts were mapped on top of these regions, most impacts were found at
the regions boundaries, in dynamic zones (that are favourable for fish‑
ing for example). Therefore, the regions themselves can still be protec‑
ted and potentially provide benefits to their immediate, highly impacted,
surroundings.
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Figure 2.19: Consensus among eight regionalisations of the Mediterranean Sea.
White polygons are consensus regions (low congruence core, strong frontiers).
Dashed lined are consensus frontiers (large, high congruence core). This map and
the underlying regionalisations are explorable in a dynamic web application at
https://mermexregio.obs‑vlfr.fr.

Congruence among clusters
Clustering algorithms classify each object (here a pixel in the Mediterranean Sea) into
one cluster. Clusters are labelled (usually numbered) but these labels have no particu-
lar meaning or order. For methods with a random initialisation (such as k-means), they
many even change between runs. Therefore, the labels cannot be used to compute,
for each pixel, the consensus among various clustering methods. Yet, it is advisable
to use several clustering methods simultaneously to avoid producing a result that is
specific to the method rather than to the underlying data 47.
To produce the maps in Figure 2.18, four methods are used: k-means, c-means, ag-
glomerative clustering with Ward linkage, and with complete linkage. In addition, for
each method, various number of clusters are considered (from 2 to k, k being the
optimal number of clusters for each method, computed based on a ratio of intra- to
inter-cluster variance; the Figure Of Merit 48). To find the consensus among all these
clustering results, we compute the frontier pixels for each clustering, give them a score
of one over a background of zeroes, and sum those frontiers. This gives a single raster
layer comparable to an elevation map, with high hills in the regions where many clus-
tering technique place a frontier and low plains where none cut. To define contiguous
regions, an algorithm used to define watersheds (also called river catchment basins)
was transposed to this clustering congruence “landscape”; it computes the direction
in which water would flow if poured on top of the landscape and thus separates basins
delimited by ridges. In our case, those basins are regions found to be homogeneous
by all clustering techniques and separated by frontiers consensual among them.
This technique was also considered to compute the consensus among regionalisa-
tions in Figure 2.19. But we thought that the low agreement among the selected re-
gionalisations (i.e. the fact that there are small hills almost everywhere rather than
large plains separated by high ridges) was an important result, which computing con-
tiguous regions would have masked.

https://mermexregio.obs-vlfr.fr
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2.4 Long‑term ecological monitoring

One of the flagship scientific activities in Villefranche‑sur‑Mer is the long‑
term monitoring of the pelagic environment, which is easily accessible
within or from the Villefranche Bay. The exploitation of this data was
part of my job description when I arrived in the laboratory.

2.4.1 Making data interoperable is essential

Villefranche teams collect data on the physics, the hydrology, the biogeo‑
chemistry, and the plankton communities of the waters of the bay and
around the offshore BOUSSOLE/DYFAMED site, as well as atmospheric
deposits near shore, optical properties of the atmosphere and surface
waters at BOUSSOLE, and biogeochemical properties at global scale via
autonomous Argo floats. Because all these datasets were collected by
different teams, they were, naturally, spread within the lab, with very
different formats, conventions, processing and backup procedures, even
within a single series.Consistency of data

from different
programs…

However, for researchers to be able to exploit this
wealth of data as well as to propagate it consistently to higher level data‑
bases, the datasets needed to be interoperable. Furthermore, this data
represents considerable effort which should be properly protected and
publicised.

Therefore, over four years during which I was coordinating these vari‑
ous observational data collection efforts, I set up a central, dedicated data
server.…through a common

processing pipeline
Its role is to store all observation data, process it through scripts,

visualise it in interactive web applications, and store it in incremental
backups (Figure 2.20). The data is still stored in silos per team, to ensure
each team has full control on its activities and avoid that mistakes by one
affects the data of others, but the processing and visualisations are gen‑
eric, automated, and shared across teams. This is what I spent most time
on.

All data, in its rawest possible form, is re‑processed every night to
check its integrity (the whole process is logged) and make it easy to up‑
date something over the full archive. For example, CTD (Conductivity,
Temperature, Depth) casts are processed by automated scripts, in sep‑
arate batches defined by the different configuration of sensors, but tar‑
geting a consistent output over the whole archive (1m depth bins, same
derived variables, consistent units, etc.).Use standards for

names and data
formats

In many othercases, data series
are concatenated from multiple source files; then, the names and units of
variables as well as the quality codes are all converted to a single internal
convention, compatible with international standards such as the Climate
Forecast (CF) conventionsa, and obvious outliers are flagged. Once this
initial processing is done, each dataset is written to disk, as a whole, in
various formats: RData for visualisation in R, feather for data exchange
with python, csv for archiving, sqlite to enable database queries. Cur‑

ahttp://cfconventions.org/

http://cfconventions.org/
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rently, this represents a volume of ~7M data records of ~60 variables over
25 source datasets.
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Figure 2.20: Flowchart of the data processing pipeline on Villefranche’s data
server. Data comes from sensor on the left, is stored on a single file server, pro‑
cessed every night to make it homogeneous and interoperable, written to disk in
this cleaned form, and then visualised on http://obs‑vlfr.fr/data/view/ and distrib‑
uted.

Homogeneous data
eases visualisation

The second step done locally is to visualise this data through inter‑
active plotting applications (http://obs‑vlfr.fr/data/view/). In those web
applications, users can click buttons or move sliders and the plot updates
to reflect their selection of variables, dates, displayed quality codes, etc. I
took particular care to keep the interface of those applications consistent
and responsive, to be most useful to their end‑users. Because the data
is homogeneous at this step, generic interface components to select data
and options could be defined and re‑used in several applications. Three
techniques are used to keep the applications fast: (i) almost all data is
loaded in Random Access Memory (RAM) on application startup, (ii)
long data series are binned at various precisions (day, week, two weeks,
etc.) and the application switches data sources depending on the date
span to be plotted (daily data when plotting 2 months, monthly data
when plotting 20 years), (iii) reactive programming principles are used to
compute the minimal update to the plot, e.g. the query of the dataset for
the selected date range is separated from the selection of quality codes
so that, if the users only changes the selection of quality codes, the data
does not have to be re‑queried from the full dataset but only re‑filtered
to keep the new selection of quality codes. Two kinds of applications are
available: some are externally available, to display data and publicise it;
some are internal only, for quality control, easy database extraction, etc.
Currently 26 applications are available (17 external, 9 internal).

All open sourceThis data processing and visualisation stack is fully implemented
with open‑source software, except for CTD processing which has to rely
on SeaBird Data Processing (for their proprietary sensors).

http://obs-vlfr.fr/data/view/
http://obs-vlfr.fr/data/view/
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2.4.2 The Mediterranean Sea is a climate change hotspot

Among these datasets is the long term monitoring of the hydrological
properties of the water at point B, in Villefranche’s bay. Temperature
and salinity are monitored weekly since 1957 but, since 1995, as part of
the national SOMLIT program, a wealth of variables are measured at 6
depths (1, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75 m) and along a full profile using a CTD.

Fill missing values
by exploiting
correlations

This dataset is, unfortunately, not entirely complete: some depths and
some weeks are missing. Those missing values were filled by exploiting
the correlation among variables at various depths. For example, temper‑
ature and salinity often covary; if salinity is missing, temperature can be
used to estimate an approximate value of salinity. In addition, if salinity
at the surface is available but not at 20 m, both temperature at 20 m and
salinity at the surface can be used to constrain the estimate of the missing
salinity value. This was implemented using an iterative Principal Com‑
ponent Analysis procedure 49:

1. a first PCA is computed by replacing missing values by zeroes
(which is neutral in a PCA with variables scaled to zero mean and
unit variance);

2. estimates of these missing values are computed by using the first
n principal components of the PCA (i.e. taking into account the
correlations among all variables at all depths and removing some
of the noise because n is smaller than the number of input variables
in the PCA);

3. a new PCA is computed with these estimates;
4. steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the estimates for the missing values

are stable.
This allowed to reproduce realistic seasonal cycles in variables/depths

that are missing over long periods. This imputed data is not to be ana‑
lysed as such but allows other procedures which do not tolerate missing
values to run over the whole series.

Extract trends and
seasonality…

With these complete series, long term dynamics were examined at
20 m depth, because it avoids the high variability of surface waters and
still captures the seasonal stratification cycle which is characteristic of
the region. The series at 20 m were decomposed into a long term process,
a seasonal cycle, and residuals using Seasonal Trend decomposition by
Loess (STL) 50. This procedure iteratively fits Loess polynomials over a
large window (5 years here) to capture long term trends, a smaller one
(3 months here) to capture seasonal patterns, and another one per week
and across years to smooth the changes in seasonal cycle across years.

…to highlight earlier
summers…

The seasonal component of some variables displayed characteristic
points: the peak of chlorophyll a concentration marks the spring bloom,
the height and breadth of the temperature peak characterises summer,
etc. All these characteristic points shifted earlier in the year along the
series, by about 3 weeks between 1995 and 2013 (Figure 2.21), showcasing
a notable advance of the summer period, consistent with other evidence
around the globe 51.
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Figure 2.21:Date of characteristic points (peaks and pits) in the seasonal compon‑
ent of several variables; the overall maximum and minimum are highlighted in
colour when relevant; the second spring peak of Chlorophyll a concentration is
displayed in bold until it disappears in 2005. All points shift towards earlier dates
throughout the time series (NB: the shift is real but its smoothness is exaggerated
by the STL method).

…and significant
warming and
oligotrophication

The long term component was examined visually and tested for a
monotonous linear increase or decrease (Figure 2.22). Temperature signi‑
ficantly increased, by approximately 0.7ºC in 18 years. In the meantime,
nitrate concentration increased while chlorophyll a, particulate organic
carbon, and particulate organic nitrogen concentrations decreased signi‑
ficantly, outlining an oligotrophication process. In addition, a ~5 y cycle,
robust to changes in the long term smoothing window size, was appar‑
ent in most variables, particularly salinity. This cycle is likely related to
large scale meteorological forcing similar to the North Atlantic Oscilla‑
tion (NAO).
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Figure 2.22: Long‑term component decomposed for several variables.
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Overall, these results confirm the characterisation of the Mediterra‑
nean Sea as a climate change hotspot 52, with trends towards warmer and
more oligotrophic waters in the North‑Western basin.

2.4.3 Planktonic diversity increases along an oligotrophy gradient

Semi‑automated
imaging of long term

collections…

Another flagship monitoring series of Villefranche is that of zooplank‑
ton concentration in the bay, where plankton nets are towed at least
weekly since 1966 (in recent years, nets were even collected twice a day
and pooled into a weekly sample to average short‑term variability). Pre‑
served plankton samples are scanned using a specialised flatbed scan‑
ner 53 and, therefore, images rather than physical samples, are analysed.
The processing of these images is automated: grey levels are normalised,
individual objects are extracted and measured, objects are classified taxo‑
nomically by a supervised classification algorithm and classifications are
all reviewed and corrected by human operators.

Changes in taxonomic composition can therefore be analysed along
the series. While this approach has lead to very informative insights, we
wanted to focus on another facet of biological diversity and to take ad‑
vantage of the individual‑level measurements of all organisms (which,
so far, have mostly been used to inform the supervised classification).

…allows to study
morphological

diversity

We studied morphological diversity of zooplankton, which can be de‑
scribed with the existing measurements of size, shape, and grey levels
(that quantify transparency) for each organism. Indeed, morphology is
often related to function in zooplankton (transparency is a strategy to
avoid predation in transparent pelagic waters, appendages are often re‑
lated to feeding, etc.).

An approach inspired from functional ecology to describe morphological di-
versity
Functional diversity (i.e. the diversity of functions operated by the different organisms
of the ecosystem) is often described with the following framework 54:

1. Organisms belonging to each species are counted in several locations or, in
our case, at several dates.

2. Functional “traits” values are associated with each species (because it is most
of the time impossible to do this for each organism); functional traits are char-
acteristics such as size, feeding mode, home range, etc. that influence the
fitness of an organism as well as how it contributes to the functioning of the
ecosystem.

3. The complexity of this multivariate species-traits space is reduced through a
dimensionality reduction technique (e.g. PCA).

4. Three indices are computed for each date, which each reflect a different aspect
of diversity; their computation is based on the species position in the reduced
space of step 3 as well as their abundance at that date estimated in step 1.

In a simplified setting of equal abundance and two dimensional reduced space, the
definition of these indices can be summarised as follows.
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Each point is a species characterised by several functional attributes, summarised by
its coordinates along PC1 and PC2. For each of the three indexes of Villeger 54, two
situations (two dates here) are represented; the orange date has a higher value of
each index than the blue one.
Richness (left) represents the breadth of functions present at that date, quantified as
the area of the convex hull of points in the reduced space.
Within a richness level (similar richness for orange and blue here), divergence (centre)
represents whether the species present are all quite different (high divergence, or-
ange) or mostly similar with a few extremes (low divergence, blue); this is quantified
based on the distances from the barycentre of points in the reduced space.
Evenness (right) shows wether the change from one species to the next is regular
(high evenness, orange) or if there are sudden jumps (low evenness, blue) and is
quantified as the length of branches of the minimum spanning tree connecting points
in the reduced space
In our case, we havemultivariate measurements of morphological traits of each organ-
ism at each date; therefore, we do not have to reduce ourselves to the species-level
approximation classically used functional diversity studies.
The morphological space is constructed by performing a PCA on the values of those
~40 measurements for all organisms. Prior to the PCA, the variables are normalised
by log/square-root/box-cox transformation and the 0.1%most extreme individuals are
removed to better represent the bulk of the community. Then, only a few principal
components are selected, based on the Kaiser-Guttman representativity criterion 55.
Computing the diversity indices on all individuals is impractical and the results can be
still influenced by only a few individuals, even after removing outliers. Instead, indi-
viduals are regrouped into 200 clusters using a k-means procedure and the diversity
indices are computed based on the positions of the 200 cluster centroids and the total
concentration of plankton in each cluster.
However, among dates, the volume filtered by the net and the fraction of that sample
that gets scanned change. To account for these changes in sampling effort, each
organism is weighted to represent its concentration in situ; the PCA and k-means are
computed taking these weights into account.
Finally, to represent the morphological space of the PCA graphically or to get a syn-
thetic image for each cluster, we designed a way to “morph” several images together.
The steps are: (i) find the best fitting ellipse on each organism; (ii) determine the
darkest side of the object: the side of the ellipse where the centroid (barycentre
weighted by the grey values) is; (iii) rotate the objects to align their major axis horizont-
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ally and put their darkest side (usually the head) on the left; (iv) align the centroids
of all images; (v) average all images to create the “morphed” version. Because the
original images never superpose exactly, the resulting morphed object is often lighter
than any of the original organisms. To correct for this, an optional step (vi) is to cor-
rect the gamma (i.e. contrast) of the morphed object so that its average grey value
matches the mean of the average greys of the original organisms. The appropriate
gamma value is found iteratively, using a numerical optimisation procedure.

This approach was applied to the series collected with a WP2 net
(200 μm mesh size) from 2009 to 2018 in Villefranche Bay. This amounts
to ~590,000 organisms.

The morphological space highlighted that the largest difference
among planktonic organisms along the series is size (along PC1),Size and

transparency
dominate

morphological
variations

fol‑
lowed by lightness, interpreted as transparency (along PC2; Figure 2.23).
This was consistent whether we used the original 43 features measured
on the objects or 412 features computed by a Convolutional Neural Net‑
work trained to classify plankton images. Features computed by such a
CNN are learned by the network itself, starting from a random initial‑
isation; they are completely objective and cannot be biased towards size
or grey levels, like our original features possibly are. Therefore, the fact
that these two aspects (size and grey) emerged as discriminating seems
to be a property of images of planktonic organisms rather than of our
way of measuring them.

Figure 2.23: First two principal components of the morphological space computed
on WP2 samples from 2009 to 2018. The images displayed are “morphed” com‑
posites build using the procedure described in the box above, from up to 8 images
picked close to the (PC1,PC2) plane at each point.
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Figure 2.24: Time series of zooplankton concentration and morphological diver‑
gence. The black line is the deseasonalised original data; the red line is the result
of a Generalised Least Square regression fitted to the data, which is significant in
both cases.

Morphs are not (only)
taxa

In that space, five principal components were deemed relevant and
this reduced space was used to compute the 200 morphs and the three
diversity indices. The morphs were morphologically consistent, as expec‑
ted, but rarely taxonomically consistent: some were dominated by one
type of organism (often copepods, due to their shear number) but many
were a mix of several taxa that resemble each other, highlighting the fact
that this approach captures more than just taxonomic diversity.

The time series of the coordinates of each of the five components and
of the three indices were decomposed into a seasonal signal and a long
term trend+residuals using the STL procedure described previously.

Morphological
diversity decreases
during blooms…

The seasonal component showed that all indices of morphological di‑
versity of plankton decrease during spring, the most eutrophic period of
the year, and increase during summer, the most oligotrophic one. This
seems related to the dominance of copepods during the spring, who have
a consistent morphology.

…and increases
inter‑annually

Over the long term, the general context is that of a warming, more
oligotrophic sea, as explained previously. In terms of zooplankton, the
overall concentration of organisms decreased but their morphological
divergence increased (Figure 2.24). This is does not seem related to any
taxonomic group in particular.

Oligotrophication
leads to
diversification

All these observations are consistent with (i) an oligotrophication pro‑
cess affecting zooplankton too and (ii) the theory that oligotrophic eco‑
systems should give rise to more diverse communities 56. Indeed, they
cannot be dominated by only a few generalist taxa: organisms have to be
specialised to exploit the scarce resources. Examples validating this the‑
ory are rare, beyond the fact that the most diverse marine communities
occur in the oligotrophic inter‑tropical ocean 57. For zooplankton mor‑
phology, this theory seems consistent with both the seasonal patterns,
where the most common taxon dominates the most eutrophic period,
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and longer term trends, where scarcity of resources is associated with
decreasing concentrations but increasing diversity.

2.4.4 Spatio‑temporal patterns of fish settlement are regionally
consistent

I also started a data series in Villefranche, monitoring the settlement of
coastal fish larvae. The ecological importance of the settlement phase
has already been highlighted in Section 2.1. Along the French Mediter‑
ranean coast, where fisheries are local and self‑regulated, understanding
the processes driving high settlement rates locally would be particularly
relevant for forecasting stocks over a few years and guiding their exploit‑
ation.

Intense sampling of
fish larvae settlement

Settlement was monitored weekly, from mid 2012 to 2016, using light
traps 58 set before sunset and collected within a couple hours of sunrise.
Concurrently with this regular series in Villefranche, other fish larvae
collection programs were ongoing, using the same technique but with
less regular sampling, in 12 other sites along the French Mediterranean
coast (Figure 2.25). The data of all sites was analysed together, to provide
a coast‑wide picture. This represents 27,800 fish larvae caught and iden‑
tified, often to species, over ~7000 samples 59.
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Figure 2.25: Sampling sites along the French Mediterranean coast. The dominant
coastal current (the North Current) is pictured with arrows and the mouth of the
primary river (the Rhône) is highlighted.

To compensate for the different number of night fished and number
of light traps set among sites, catches were analysed in terms of Catch
Per Unit of Effort (CPUE) = number of larvae caught per trap per night.
Catches were very low overall, with a median CPUE of 0, and were con‑
centrated in a few high catches events in each site.

Those high catches events occurred mostly from May to August and,
to a lesser extent, in the fall (Figure 2.26); they were also more likely to
occur around the new moon,Settlement is very

episodic and
seasonal…

which is consistent with the findings in
the more studied tropical regions 60. Temporal autocorrelation was weak,
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and significant over two days at most, showing that those high settle‑
ment events are very short pulses. The strong seasonality in the settle‑
ment time of each species was consistent basin‑wide and over the four
years studied.
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Figure 2.26: Catch of fish larvae per site and per night fished over all sites and all
years. Sampling effort is represented as a rug plot at the bottom. Local quantile
regressions for quantiles 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90% are displayed in colour, together
with their 95% confidence interval. A few particularly high catches are outside of
the range of the plot and marked by ticks on the upper side.

…and consistent over
small spatial scales…

Spatially, larval supply was higher at some sites and, on average,
higher west of the Rhône river than east of it. Species assemblages were
geographically consistent with some site‑specific associations. At sim‑
ilar sampling effort, species richness was lower in Carry compared to all
other sites and, for higher effort levels, lower in Bastia compared to Ville‑
franche and Leucate (Figure 2.27). This seemed related to the geomor‑
phology of sites, with rocky sites (e.g. Villefranche) displaying higher
diversity than sandy ones (e.g. Bastia)

Overall, fish settlement in the north‑western Mediterranean occurred
in short term pulses, that were highly consistent seasonally. …requiring local

management
While this

seasonality was coherent at the scale of the study, assemblages were not
and geographical patterns emerged, highlighting the importance of local
processes and the need for local management.
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Figure 2.27: Species accumulation curves (number of species caught for a given
sampling effort level) at all sites, together with their bootstrapped standard devi‑
ation.

Quantile-based methods to study episodic events
The study of episodic events is often hindered by the fact that the mean and me-
dian are meaningless and do not capture those rare but important events. In contrast,
studying high quantiles (q75, q90) can provide information on such events 61. This is
why all inferential analyses of the study of fish settlement in the Mediterranean are
based on quantiles. In particular we implemented:

• locally linear quantile regression with confidence intervals, by fitting a linear
quantile regression to a neighbourhood of the point of interest, computing the
95% confidence interval by bootstrapping the points within that neighbourhood,
and joining the regression line and confidence intervals at the boundary of each
neighbourhood (Figure 2.26).

• quantile-based analysis of variance, by comparing a quantile regression with
and without a term of interest and testing significance through an analysis of
weighted absolute residuals on 1000 permutations of the data (following Chen
et al.). This allowed to compare CPUE values among sites, regions, years, etc.
and to highlight, in particular, that catches where higher west of the Rhône than
east of it.

• quantile-based autocorrelograms (or quantilograms), which work similarly to
autocorrelograms but, while classic autocorrelograms consider the pairwise
correlations of anomalies to the mean for each temporal lag, quantilograms
consider the pairwise correlations of the signs of the anomaly to the selec-
ted quantiles (i.e. whether the value in the future is above or below the value
now 63). This approach is coarser but more robust for series with large episodic
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events and allowed to detect the short autocorrelation scale of high settlement
events.

Overall, this quantile-based approach proved very efficient in handling extraordinary
yet ecologically-relevant events, which more classic parametric or non-parametric
approaches would have missed. However, because it is less common, it required a
significant research and implementation effort, which is made fully available to the
community at https://github.com/jiho/medplanet.

https://github.com/jiho/medplanet




Chapter 3

Entracte

3.1 Statistics hotline

Beyond the main projects summarised in Chapter 2, I am often solicited
for advice regarding the statistical analysis of data. This usually starts
with “Do you have five minutes? I have a small question about my data”,
continues with a two hours discussion, and ends with me writing code
over a few days to clean up the data and analyse it. This basically came
with my position (the person I took over from when he retired had this
role) and I am very glad for it. Helping others with

the analysis of
datasets…

Indeed, it allows me to work on diverse
problems, each with a somewhat well‑defined question, for which I have
no other worry than extracting the most out of the data. It is an appre‑
ciable break from trying to find ways to frame my personal research as
world‑saving for grant applications.

…of very diverse
nature!

These random questions have led me to explore the lipid content of a
dominant mesopelagic Antarctic fish 64, the possibility to use cement fact‑
ory outflow gases to grow micro‑algae 65, the changes in pH and ptero‑
pods concentration in Villefranche’s bay 66, the physiological response of
corals to various stresses 67, the mode of governance of the fishing fleets
of the Atlantic coast from Brittany to the Azores, the delay in diagnostic
of osteomyelitis 68, the dive behaviour of elephant seals in Antarctica 69–71,
the distribution of Rhizaria vs. Copepoda in the world’s oceans 72, the
orientation of the mitotic spindle in ascidian embryos 73, the characterist‑
ics of ocean‑based solutions to address climate change 74, and, currently,
the fine‑scale distribution of meiofauna in deep‑sea sediment, the correl‑
ation between genetic and geographic distance in indo‑pacific fishes and
giant clams, and the size distribution of zooplankton along a latitudinal
gradient in Tara samples. All this makes for good brain stretching!

Classifying seismic
signals…

Among those activities, one was a prolonged collaboration, with the
goal of classifying seismic signals (P‑waves, etc.) based on their power
spectrum. The raw seismic signal was decomposed into six wavelet
scales and a library of signals were manually classified as P‑wave, T‑
wave, ship noise, or air gun shots.
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…with a simple
algorithm for in situ

instruments…

The first goal was to design a classification technique that was simple
enough to be later embedded on autonomous floats; those floats should
come back to the surface as soon as a P‑wave is detected and transmit
their position and time of detection. To do so, we examined the distri‑
bution of the power of P‑waves at each scale, computed the probabil‑
ity for the power of a candidate signal to be within that distribution,
and combined those probabilities by giving more weight to the scales
at which P‑waves were known to be different from the three other sig‑
nals (the difference in the distributions of power was quantified by the
Kolmorov‑Smirnov statistic). This algorithm, which amounts to comput‑
ing a p‑value, proved efficient and was implemented on the floats 75.

We then simulated how a fleet of such floats would change the dis‑
tribution of the detection of P‑waves across the world and increase the
definition of Earth’s tomography 76.

…with advanced
techniques in the lab

Finally, signals in the record of moored hydrophones needed to be
classified among P‑waves, T‑waves, ship‑noise, and iceberg‑noise. In
that case, the data was downloaded to a computer and computational
power was therefore not limiting. Seven wavelet scales were extracted
and Gradient Boosted Classification Trees were used to classify signals
in the four types (among which T‑waves were much more numerous
than the others). The classifier reached 99% correct classification on an
independent data subset and, in particular, yielded good results for the
rare but interesting P‑waves. This is a good example of how the expertise
of a technique I acquired in one domain (niche models) can be of use in
a completely different one.

3.2 Open‑source code

My activities lead me to writing a lot of computer code.I code R packages… I strive to make it
reusable by others by publishing it in the form of open‑source collections
of scripts or packages, mostly for the R language (through my GitHub
accounta, Figure 3.1). In addition, I use a lot of open‑source tools and I
am immensely thankful for the time people spend coding them.…and contribute to

open source projects
When I

can, I try to give back some of my time to the open‑source community,
by reporting bugs, fixing them if possible, or contributing new functions
to existing libraries. Here is a summary of my significant contributions.

3.2.1 Data visualisation

Tools for plotting… ggplot2, a package for data visualisation, is one of the most popular
R packages; it is downloaded ~200,000 times per week. I debugged the
early versions and contributed a few functions (for colour scales and
mapping coordinates) aswell as graphical themes, which gotme acknow‑
ledged in the book 77.

ahttps://github.com/jiho/

https://github.com/jiho/
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Figure 3.1: Timeline of my GitHub contributions since 2009. I teach mostly in Sep,
Oct, Nov, and Jul and it shows as downtimes in coding (except this year when I
reviewed one of my packages to use it during a class).
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Inkscape is a vector graphics software (similar to Adobe Illustrator)
initially written for Linux, for which I contributed the MacOS port.

…and choosing good
colour scales

chroma is a R package I wrote for dealing with colours. It was born
from an experiment I ran during an annual lab meeting, in which I polled
lab members about a few graphs, to show them some classic mistakes
in data representation, including the problems that rainbow‑like colour
scales can introduce. chroma can parse colours in various specifications,
manipulate them, compute colour differences and distances, and, of
course, define colour scales and palettes that are perceptually correct.

I also contributed functions to the marmap and ggmap packages, for
plotting maps, as well as to the ggrepel package for adding non‑overlap‑
ping labels to plots.

3.2.2 Data manipulation and extraction

Tools for shuffling
data around…

plyr was another hugely popular data manipulation package by the au‑
thor of ggplot2, Hadley Wickham. He now wrote a faster replacement
(dplyr) but I helped Hadley debug the early versions of plyr. The broom
package provides functions that collect objects resulting from various
statistical analyses and coerce the results into nicely formatted tables. I
contributed functions that deal with objects resulting from multivariate
analyses (PCA, CA, etc.) as well as x,y,z lists for 3D plots.

…extracting
coastlines…

shoreliner is a package I wrote to query and cut the Global Self‑
consistent, Hierarchical, High‑resolution Geography (GSSHG) database
of NOAA, that provide coastlines at various resolutions over the whole
world. A web interface to cut a piece of coastline to user‑specified bounds
is available at http://coastline.obs‑vlfr.fr.

…and fetching data
from NetCDF or
image databases

I wrote a few custom packages to ease the type of data manipula‑
tion I do often: ncdf4helpers allows to cut 2D slices of data within n‑
dimensional NetCDF files with a natural syntax (giving bounds in terms
of latitude, longitude, or depth rather than indexes of dimensions), the
package zooprocessr reads files and projects created by ZooProcess
(the software that analyses ZooScan, UVP, and FlowCam plankton im‑
ages in Villefranche), ecotaxar reads files and queries the database of
EcoTaxa (the software that replaced ZooProcess+PlanktonIdentifier for
plankton image classification in Villefranche), apeep processes the enor‑
mous datasets produced by the In Situ Ichthyoplankton Imaging System.

3.2.3 Data analysis

Tools to handle
circular data…

I contributed several functions to the circular package for R, which
deals with data that repeats itself along a circle: angles or times. This
package is largely used in the code of discr, the software I wrote to per‑
form the data acquisition and analysis for the DISC instrument, used to
study the orientation of fish larvae (Section 2.1.2).

To analyse biogeographic patterns, I wrote atlasr, which performs
niche modelling based on boosted regression trees and was used for the

https://github.com/jiho/chroma
https://github.com/jiho/shoreliner
http://coastline.obs-vlfr.fr
https://github.com/jiho/ncdf4helpers
https://github.com/jiho/zooprocessr
https://github.com/jiho/ecotaxar
https://github.com/jiho/apeep
https://github.com/jiho/discr
https://github.com/jiho/atlasr
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Biogeographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean 78 (Section 2.3.1). …to perform
biogeography
analyses…

I also wrote
the R implementation of the Non Probabilistic Potential Ecological Niche
(NPPEN) method for species distribution modelling 79, which proved
hundreds of times faster than the original MATLAB implementation
thanks to a numerical trick (package nppen). To analyse the distribution
statistics of organisms responsible for harmful blooms as part of the EU
project CoCliME, I wrote the package coclimer.

To ease the use of the methods I developed for sound waves classific‑
ation in the context of seismic tomography (Section3.1) by people unfa‑
miliar with R, I wrote the soundclass package. …to process data

series…
Similarly, through of my

efforts to handle observation data in Villefranche (Section 2.4.1), I wrote
the castr package to facilitate the processing of data series such as CTD
casts or monitoring time series.

…and to explore
morphology from
images

Finally, exploring the morphological diversity of plankton (in Sec‑
tion 2.4.3) required quite a bit of coding, in Fortran to perform weighted
k‑means in a fast and memory efficient way even with millions of re‑
cords and in Python for image processing (so as to produce Figure 2.23
for example), all wrapped in R packages wkmeans and morphr.

3.2.4 Miscellany

And a bit of web
development

I am in charge of the website of the Master’s degree in Oceanography
(Sciences de la Mer): http://sdm.sorbonne‑universite.fr. It has the pecu‑
liarity of being hosted on a server in Villefranche but relies on lists of
students, classes, internships, etc. handled by the secretariat of the Mas‑
ter in Paris, mostly in the form of spreadsheet documents (i.e. not as a
queryable database). To accommodate this situation, I wrote the pack‑
age yssr: a static site generator that generates the HTML files for the
website based on a hierarchy of folders and a set of spreadsheet docu‑
ments that the secretary can easily understand and modify and that is
shared between Villefranche and Paris. Unorthodox, but it works.

3.3 Teaching activities

This memoir is about research, but half of my time is spent teaching, so
I cannot omit it. In addition, I think that I am a better professor than re‑
searcher; at least, teaching comes to me more naturally so I enjoy doing it.
Actually, I could not envision my research career without some teaching
(maybe not as much as the ~200h I am currently doing, but some!).

Teaching shapes the
thinking process…

First because the qualities honed over time as a professor (how to ex‑
plain difficult concepts to people unfamiliar with them, how to organise
thoughts logically, how to start from a simple example and generalise,
etc.) are all useful for typical research endeavours such as preparing a
conference presentation or drafting a paper.

Second, teaching provides an immediate feedback, based on the atten‑
tion of students, that research does not. In research, we know whether an

https://github.com/jiho/nppen
https://github.com/jiho/coclimer
https://github.com/jiho/soundclass
https://github.com/jiho/castr
https://github.com/jiho/wkmeans
https://github.com/jiho/morphr
http://sdm.sorbonne-universite.fr
https://github.com/jiho/yssr
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experiment/cruise was worth it only months afterwards, when the data is
analysed; we know whether others appreciate it maybe a few years later,
once it has been presented at conferences or published in a paper that
gets cited. One has to be extremely confident in the research undertaken
to stay motivated every day over such long periods of time; I find that
teaching provides a good shorter‑term balance to research’s long‑term
objectives.

Finally, because I am lucky enough to teach mostly at Masters degree
level, my teaching is often closely related to my research: I teach Lag‑
rangian modelling, fish larvae ecology, general behavioural ecology, sci‑
entific cruise planning, and a lot of statistics (multivariate, spatial, time
series, etc.) together with some introductions to programming.…and forces to

deeply understand
the topics taught

I often
notice that, even though I thought I had a particular numerical method
figured out, my understanding only became complete when I had to
teach it and explore every corner of it to anticipate or answer questions
from students. In addition, teaching about my research activities allows
me to get in touch with prospective interns and helps me to consider
what they know (and do not know!) to propose solid, yet realistic, intern‑
ship topics. This has been instrumental for many of my research projects,
which have benefited from the work of very skilled interns.

Figure 3.2: Teaching is enjoyable, even in moments like these.

Overall, I find teaching essential, even just from the point of view of
research, and I think that scientific research in France would improve
if everyone was doing both.Everyone should

teach
My CNRS colleagues, who do not have to

teach, often argue that they would be bad at it, or are not interested by
it. I argue back that the qualities that make a good researcher are so in‑
tertwined with those that make a good professor that I do not think it is
possible to be good at research and very bad at teaching. Also, because of
the immediate feedback, it is faster to become better at teaching than bet‑
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ter at research. And finally, it is impossible to know wether something is
truly uninteresting until after having tried it for some time; those who try
teaching a bit usually find that they are less bad at it than they thought
they were and that it is more rewarding than they thought it was. So
overall, I stand by my point: every researcher should teach!

3.4 Community and management activities

Beyond my research and teaching activities, I contribute a fair bit of time
to the overall functioning of the scientific research community. Here are
my main activities.

Evaluating cruise
proposals is
interesting…

From 2014 to 2018, I was a panel member for the Commission Na‑
tionale de la Flotte Côtière, which evaluates the applications for ship
time on the six “coastal” oceanographic ships of the French scientific
fleet. This meant evaluating 4 to 6 applications for each of the bi‑yearly
panel meetings and participating to the meetings. This activity was in‑
tellectually stimulating, gave a good overview of the various types of
cruises planned on oceanographic ships but proved frustrating on oc‑
casions. …but can be

frustrating
First, because the evaluation process was sometimes not fully

taken into consideration by the proposers (applications did not improve
over time) and/or by the instances running and programming the activ‑
ities of the ships (because some ship routes were pre‑planned and other
excluded, irrespective of the scientific evaluation). Second, because of
the relative decoupling of the evaluation of the whole scientific project
and that of the cruise; this sometimes led to granting ship time to pro‑
jects that eventually did not get funded and for which the possibilities of
exploiting the cruise were therefore impaired. I think everything should
be factored in the same evaluation process, of the full scientific project in‑
cluding the cruise, and experts from this commission should be solicited
to do so.

Coordinating ocean
observations at
Villefranche was
challenging…

As already mentioned, from 2013 to 2017, I coordinated the ocean ob‑
servation activities of the Observatoire Océanologique de Villefranche‑
sur‑Mer (OOV). This mostly meant meeting with all the parties involved
and trying to make existing observation programs work smoothly; this
was complemented by some budget management and human resources
advice but over a limited scope. …but has lasting

effect
The main innovations I introduced were

(i) the centralised data server that allows the automatic processing of
data, its visualisation as well as its backup (described in Section 2.4); (ii)
increased transparency, internally at OOV, regarding how these activit‑
ies work, with a fully public consolidated budget and an estimation of
the time involvement of every technician, engineer, and researcher or
professor in the ocean observation activities (in terms of days per year
spent on each task). This proved instrumental in justifying how signific‑
ant those activities were. Both of these innovations are still in use cur‑
rently.
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Contributing to the
Société Française

d’Écologie et
d’Évolution…

Since 2014, I am a member of the board of the Société Française d’Éco‑
logie et d’Évolution (SFE2). The goal of this scientific society is to pro‑
mote the sciences of Ecology and Evolution within academia and to‑
wards a larger public. Every year, the society distributes three awards
(for young researchers based on a PhD paper, for mid‑career research‑
ers, and for lifetime achievements of advanced researchers) and funds
two grants (for field work within a PhD and for applied research actions
joining a academic team and a non‑academic entity to achieve an ecolo‑
gical conservation goal). Every two years, it contributes to the organisa‑
tion of the SFEcologie conference, once on its own (~900 attendees), the
next time together with another European ecological society (the British
BES, the german‑speaking GFÖ, etc.; ~1500 attendees). Throughout the
year, it co‑organises, sponsors, or at least distributes information regard‑
ing events (debates, conferences, etc.) around the themes of ecology and
evolution in France, through it website, Twitter, and FaceBook accounts.
It also runs the SFEcodiff service, which allows anyone to post job/intern‑
ship/PhD offers in the fields of interest of the society; those posts are
manually moderated and then distributed on the website and to a mail‑
ing list of >9000 subscribers. As a board member, I participate to the bi‑
monthly meetings that allow to run these various activities (discuss the
awards, evaluate and discuss the proposals, coordinate the events the
SFE2 participates to, etc.). Day to day, I am more particularly in charge of
the website and the SFEcodiff service, which I partly run, partly subcon‑
tract to a company. In addition, I motivated the board to publish opinion
piecesb that are of significance for academia or for the general public. I
contributed to two of them: one on the absurdity of the current scientific
publishing system and one on the urgency to act in the face of climate
change and biodiversity loss (that will be forwarded to the press and gov‑
ernment in the near future).…broadens my

scope
Beyond the fact that I am happy to contribute

to the actions of SFE2 because I find them important, it is intellectually
stimulating for me to be embedded in a general “Ecology” society, as
opposed to an “Oceanography” one; it keeps me in touch with a broad
field that, I feel, encompasses marine ecology/biological oceanography.

Finally, since 2016 I lead one of the research teams of the Laboratoire
d’Océanographie de Villefranche (LOV).Leading a team… From 2016 to 2018 it was the
Processus dans les Écosystèmes PélagiqueS (PEPS) team (10 research‑
ers/professors, 3 emeritus, 4 engineers, 2 invited researchers). Since the
restructuring of LOV in 2019, and for the next five years, it is the COMPu‑
tational PLankton Ecology (COMPLEx) team (6 researchers/professors, 2
emeritus, 2 engineers, 1 invited researcher). Both teams focussed on pela‑
gic ecosystems. PEPS had two main groups (zooplankton ecology in situ
and phytoplankton ecology, mostly studied in the lab) and a few extra
activities. COMPLEx is re‑centred on zooplankton ecology in an effort
to refocus all teams within LOV. Leading the team means, at minimum,
handling the budget allocated to it by the lab (~20k€ for PEPS, ~10k€

bhttps://www.sfecologie.org/actions/positions/

https://www.sfecologie.org/actions/positions/
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for COMPLEx) and participating to monthly, 1/2 day management meet‑
ings with the laboratory director and the other team leaders. In addition,
for PEPS, we tried to organise scientific+management monthly meetings,
but it proved difficult to keep everyone interested in the scientific part
given the wide range of topics covered within the team. …is time

consuming…
For COMPLEx,

we decided on shorter, weekly meetings for management and organise
a 1/2 day scientific meeting every month and a half, focused on the activ‑
ities of the current post‑docs, PhD students, and interns, so that they can
all benefit from the advice of the whole team rather than only their ad‑
visor. In addition to these scheduled activities, team leading activities in‑
cluded writing the summary of PEPS activities and prospective of COM‑
PLEx activities for the evaluation of the lab by the HCERES (which oc‑
curs every five years), drafting plans for allocating lab and office space at
the level of the three building of OOV (which is very time‑consuming yet
of prime importance on the very space‑constrained site of Villefranche),
and dealing with day‑to‑day questions that may arise within the team
(e.g. team‑level strategy for hiring of new staff). …but extremely

rewarding
While clearly the most

time‑consuming of my community activities, I find leading the COM‑
PLEx team very enjoyable, chiefly because we are a tight‑knit group who
get along well with each other, yet have strong opinions and frequent
thought‑provoking debates. This leads to a true “team spirit”. Our way
of functioning requires significant coordination effort but I feel it pays
off in terms of productivity and solidity of the work accomplished, com‑
pared to the typical organisation I knew before, with single researchers
working with their post‑docs and students. I hope I can help keep this
team spirit alive for the next four years of operation of COMPLEx.





Chapter 4

Present activities and research
project

4.1 Why machine learning for plankton ecology?

Digital images have become an integral part of our lives: they dominate
our news feeds and capture our most personal moments. Digital images are

data for scientific
research…

In science too,
digital imaging has been a game changer. For example, medical imaging
is often indispensable from diagnostic to treatment, space is largely ex‑
plored through images from telescopes and, in the other direction, satel‑
lites provide us with increasingly detailed images of the earth. Ecolo‑
gical sciences have also benefited from digital imaging: difficult to ac‑
cess animals are recorded with camera traps, field surveys are carried
out through photo or video recordings, etc. This is particularly true in
the aquatic realm, where direct observation by humans is more diffi‑
cult than on land. …in particular in

aquatic ecology
On such ecological images, the first aim is often to

identify which species/taxa, are present and, sometimes, to extract indi‑
vidual level traits, such as size or colour.

An important provider of ecological information in the form of im‑
ages are quantitative imaging instruments: Quantitative imaging

provides high data
volumes…

high frequency image acquis‑
ition followed by the systematic extraction of information yields large
number of data points that can then be used to estimate density of or‑
ganisms, diversity indices, etc. Several instruments have been developed
specifically for plankton imaging (Figure 4.1). Planktonic organisms are
often small (μm to mm), transparent, fragile, and very unevenly distrib‑
uted. Sampling them directly is difficult and incomplete (because it des‑
troys the gelatinous organisms for example). Sorting the resulting
samples is long. It difficulty scales to the high resolution needed to in‑
vestigate plankton patchiness in hydrological structures and the large
number of stations required to cover their pan‑oceanic distribution. …and is particularly

effective for plankton
Ima‑

ging devices deployed in situ with specific lighting techniques (such as
shadowgraphs) can provide a more complete and higher resolution de‑
scription of planktonic communities, albeit at a lower taxonomic resol‑
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ution. Still, because most organisms are transparent, imaging can also
reveal individual level traits, such as gut fullness or reproductive status,
that provide additional insight into ecological processes.

Figure 4.1: Montage of plankton images from quantitative imaging instruments,
on their usual uniform white background

Obtaining such detailed information on plankton is particularly im‑
portant because is it a keystone components of Earth’s biosphere.Plankton is a key

component of the
biosphere…

Plank‑
ton is responsible for half of the global primaryproduction 80. Dead plank‑
ton and excreted matter sink to the seabed and store massive amounts of
carbon, hence regulating climate through this biological carbon pump 81.
Plankton is also a critical component of many marine food webs 82; it dir‑
ectly supports some of the largest fisheries on Earth 83 and some emblem‑
atic species such as corals. Finally, many taxa have strict environmental
requirements while they live a relatively short life embedded within a
given water mass; this makes them very sensitive indicators of change
in those water masses 84, useful for ecosystem monitoring programs 85.

…for which our
knowledge is still

largely incomplete

Despite its importance, recent studies have still highlighted large gaps
in our knowledge of plankton. Extensive genomic sampling in the Tara
Oceans expedition uncovered around 40 million genes, the vast major‑
ity of which are new to science 86. This data also suggests that the con‑
tribution of some planktonic groups to the biological carbon pump was
grossly underestimated 87. In situ imaging revealed that rhizarians (large
and fragile unicellular organisms) dominate over crustacean plankton in
wide oceanic regions 72, contrary to what was previously assumed.

Those knowledge gaps are, in no small part, due to the lack of data
or the incomplete exploitation of the very noisy data we have. On one
hand, sampling plankton is difficult and, on the other hand, imaging in‑
struments yield an overflow of raw data that needs to be interpreted to
be usable.Machine learning can

accelerate the
acquisition of data…

Machine learning techniques can help solve this problem. To
classify organisms into taxa or ecological groups, morphological features
are measured on each image, a set of images are identified by humans,
then supervised learning algorithms use the features of those known ex‑
amples as templates to classify the other, unknown, images. In this field,
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Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have scored higher than any
other technique on major image classification challenges 88,89. In these
deep learning 90 approaches, images pass through a hierarchical network
of unitary transformations,which computes morphological features, and
those features are then fed to a classifier (Figure 4.2). The initially ran‑
dom parameters of the network are progressively optimised to simultan‑
eously learn the “best” features and the “best” classifier based on these
features. With large enough sets of training examples, CNNs often reach
high accuracy. …and its

interpretation
But classic or deep learning techniques also apply to re‑

gression problems of course, where one needs to predict a numerical
quantity. For plankton imaging, applications could range from the auto‑
mated extraction of a specific trait from an image (quantity of reserves,
size of gonads, etc.) to the detection of relationship between environ‑
mental conditions and the concentration of the organisms. In this later
case, “computational” approaches such as Random Forests or Gradient
Boosted Trees have proved more successful than traditional statistical
models 91 (see Section 2.3.1).
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of a CNN. The image is transformed through
a set of filters, three here, that highlight some of its morphological features (con‑
volution step). Those features are summarised within a window moving over the
image, hence reducing its size (pooling step). Convolution and pooling steps are
repeated, four times here, on the output of the previous step. Finally, the content
is flattened into a vector, the dimension of which is reduced through fully connec‑
ted layers. The last fully connected layer is mapped to the training categories, here
providing a classification. Each layer is linked to the next ones through weights,
that are optimised backwards during training.

My research aims at developing such computational approaches to (i) accel‑
erate the identification of planktonic organisms from images and increase the
data throughput, (ii) investigate the fine distribution of planktonic organisms
inside mesoscale (10‑100km) oceanic structures to detect dynamical processes,
(iii) extrapolate the effect of such mesoscale structures over larger scale through
satellite imagery.
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4.2 Identification of plankton from images

The taxonomic classification of plankton from images using machine
learning is not a new problem: the first attempt dates back to 1978 92.

A well‑studied
machine learning

problem…

Since then, over 200 papers have touched on the topic, with five to ten pa‑
pers per year from 2000 to 2014 but over twenty per year since 2015. The
shift is probably associated with a Kaggle competition on plankton im‑
ages classificationa that spiked some interest from researchers beyond
the ocean sciences community. It also pioneered the use of CNNs on
plankton images.

Despite this considerable effort, most papers present one‑shot experi‑
ments on disparate datasets, with no further applications and no means
to explicitly compare performance among methods.…that has not be

solved
The only conclusion

is that accuracy reaches an upper limit at about 85% on realistic datasets
and is frequently around 75%. These numbers are too low to be trust‑
worthy for many ecological applications and imply manual labour to
correct labels predicted by classifiers. To this end, we developed the Eco‑
Taxa web applicationb that allows plankton taxonomists to efficiently
sort images (Figure 4.3). Its machine learning backend predicts a class
and an associated score for each image. Sorting images by score allows
taxonomists to focus their effort on the most difficult cases and to reach
about 3000 images reviewed per person and per hour (and up to 15,000
for the easiest tasks). Doing it within a centralised web application lever‑
ages the effort of the community and allows to learn from a vast amount
of classified data. These features enabled the growth of EcoTaxa to its
current size of 92M images (40M of them labelled), 700 users from 200
institutions (40 of them active concurrently during weekdays). It is cer‑
tainly the largest and most diverse database of its kind.

We built on the results of the Kaggle competition to define the CNN
that contributes to EcoTaxa’s image classification system. It is a spatially‑
sparse network 93 (which discards the uniform background of plankton
images) with 12 layers alternating convolutions and fractional max‑pool‑
ing 94 (which shrinks images slower than classical pooling and therefore
extracts more information from the typically small plankton images).
The features defined by this network (i.e. the output of the last fully con‑
nected layer) are quite generic descriptors of plankton images; they are
used, together with handcrafted features imported by the users (such as
measures of size, elongation, grey level, etc.), to train a Random Forest
classifier and predict the most likely class and score. The same CNN was
also used to classify a real‑world dataset of 20M images of plankton. It
largely improved accuracy compared to the previous approach, based
on handcrafted features and Support Vector Machines, and constitutes
the first large‑scale application of CNNs to plankton images 95.

The challenge is now to improve the efficiency of the whole imaging
pipeline. While the CNN architecture currently used in EcoTaxa seems

ahttps://www.kaggle.com/c/datasciencebowl/
bhttps://ecotaxa.obs‑vlfr.fr

https://www.kaggle.com/c/datasciencebowl/
https://ecotaxa.obs-vlfr.fr
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Figure 4.3: Classification page of the EcoTaxa web application. Images are dis‑
played on the right, they can be ordered/filtered/described according to various
criteria from the top of the page, and sorted in categories on the left, either by drag
and drop or by typing their name (with autocompletion, as showcased). Images
reviewed by a human operator are green. Based on those, the machine learning al‑
gorithm proposes labels for other images (in blue), that can be validated in batch,
when they are all correct, with the buttons at the bottom of the page.

adapted to the peculiarities of plankton images, T1.1 – Evaluate
current CNN
architecture…

more classic but more
modern architectures, such as Inception 96, result in very high accuracy 97.
Therefore, we will compare the current approach with a few modern al‑
ternatives and pick the best one. Published datasets extracted from Eco‑
Taxa 98 now allow such objective comparisons. Also, because the score
associated with the classification is so important for EcoTaxa operators,

…and training
settings

classifiers will be trained and ranked according to a metric such as the
log‑loss (which considers the difference between the predicted probabil‑
ity of being in a class and the actual class) rather than by maximising the
overall accuracy, as is usually done.

T1.2 – Improve the
database

Classifiers with better accuracy should obviously increase the data
throughput. However, most of the slowdowns are currently related to
the interactions of users with the data, to validate the identifications pro‑
posed by classifiers. To handle the millions to billions or records that
plankton image databases host in a swift way, we will test GPU‑powered
databases, which take advantage of the massively parallel abilities of
Graphics Processor Units (GPU; i.e. graphics cards) to query tables, hence
reducing request times by orders of magnitude 99 and changing our in‑
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teractions with large tables. We will explore various choices, including
Kineticac and BlazingDBd, as possible solutions in this space.

T1.3 – API for
computer‑to‑

computer
interactions

Another purely technical development that will accelerate the whole
data processing is the creation of an Application Programming Interface
(API) on top of EcoTaxa’s database. This API will allow other computer
programs to interact with the data, rather than having to click buttons
on the current user interface. This will allow to write scripts that continu‑
ously stream new images to the database, removing a first slowdown in
long‑term monitoring projects. Then, images and data could also be ac‑
cessed from other web applications, in particular citizen science initiat‑
ives such as PlanktonIDe, hence increasing the number of users contribut‑
ing to image classification. Finally, the API will be used to automatically
export data to the Ocean Biogeographic Information Systemf, managed
by UNESCO, which is the largest source of biogeographic information
for the marine realm.

As shown in Figure 4.2, CNNs compute numerical features that sum‑
marise the visual appearance of the objects passing through the networkT1.4 – Group similar

objects through
unsupervised

clustering

(i.e. the content of the last fully connected layer). Organisms that look
similar have similar feature vectors and, therefore, those vectors can be
used to cluster objects in an unsupervised manner. Using density‑based
clustering (e.g. HDBSCAN) or neighbourhood‑based dimensionality re‑
duction (e.g. t‑SNE), dense clusters of extremely similar objects can be
identified 97. Such batches of similar images could be presented to the
operator for validation instead of individual images, hence speeding up
the validation process. A recent experiment in that directiong suggests a
2× improvement in throughput. A similar approach will be tested and
implemented in EcoTaxa.

Classifiers typically consider all classes as equivalent. However, bio‑
logical taxa can be organised into a hierarchy, the most classical one be‑
ing their phylogeny or Linean taxonomy. Even though evolutionary con‑
vergence may cause organisms from two very distant branches to look
similar, the general case it that phylogenetic differences manifest into
morphological ones: distant taxa look different, closely related species
look similar.T1.5 – Use phylogeny

as a guide to improve
classification

Therefore, the phylogeny should be usable as a guide for
the classification of organisms from images. While CNNs can incorpor‑
ate such hierarchical constraints 100, classification trees (such as those in
a Random Forest), which are inherently hierarchical, seem like a more
natural fit. We will modify the measure of node impurity to incorpor‑
ate a penalty proportional to the phylogenetic distance and force high
level taxonomic splits (e.g. animals vs. algae) to be resolved early in the
tree. Including such external knowledge should improve the overall ac‑
curacy. In addition, it should reduce mistakes with large ecological con‑

chttps://www.kinetica.com
dhttps://blazingdb.com
ehttps://planktonid.geomar.de/en
fhttps://obis.org
ghttps://morphocluster.geomar.de

https://www.kinetica.com
https://blazingdb.com
https://planktonid.geomar.de/en
https://obis.org
https://morphocluster.geomar.de
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sequences (e.g. mistaking a jelly for a crustacean) compared to those that
could be less problematic (e.g. mistaking various jellies).

T 1.6 Semantic
segmentation of
plankton images

“Plankton” images are actually often images of various sort of detrital
matter found in the water: fecal pellets, dead carcasses, gelatinous mu‑
cus, etc. Those represent ~10M of the ~40M classified images currently
in EcoTaxa; the largest biological group is Copepoda with ~5M images.
In images from in situ devices, the proportion of those “marine snow”
particles is even around 85%. The fall of marine snow to the deep sea
is the main contribution of surface plankton to global carbon sequest‑
ration, so it is of prime ecological importance; yet it can be efficiently
quantified by various instruments while, on data from imaging instru‑
ments destined to study planktonic diversity, it constitutes noise. Sort‑
ing through this noise wastes important human effort. To reduce this
noise, we will explore semantic segmentation approaches, which extract
only objects of known types from full images, as opposed to the current
approach that extracts all dark objects and then classifies them. Numer‑
ous deep networks have been proposed for this task; U‑Net 101, SegNet 102

(Figure 4.4), and Mask R‑CNN 103 are well‑known ones.

boundaries. Some of these architectures are difficult to train
due to their parameter size [12]. Thus a multi-stage training
process is employed along with data augmentation. The
inference is also expensive with multiple convolutional
pathways for feature extraction. Others [43] append a CRF
to their multi-scale network and jointly train them. How-
ever, these are not feed-forward at test time and require
optimization to determine the MAP labels.

Several of the recently proposed deep architectures for
segmentation are not feed-forward in inference time [3], [4],
[17]. They require either MAP inference over a CRF [42],
[43] or aids such as region proposals [4] for inference. We
believe the perceived performance increase obtained by
using a CRF is due to the lack of good decoding techniques
in their core feed-forward segmentation engine. SegNet on
the other hand uses decoders to obtain features for accurate
pixel-wise classification.

The recently proposed Deconvolutional Network [4] and
its semi-supervised variant the Decoupled network [17] use
the max locations of the encoder feature maps (pooling indi-
ces) to perform non-linear upsampling in the decoder net-
work. The authors of these architectures, independently of
SegNet (first submitted to CVPR 2015 [11]), proposed this
idea of decoding in the decoder network. However, their
encoder network consists of the fully connected layers from
the VGG-16 network which consists of about 90 percent of
the parameters of their entire network. This makes training
of their network very difficult and thus require additional
aids such as the use of region proposals to enable training.
Moreover, during inference these proposals are used and
this increases inference time significantly. From a bench-
marking point of view, this also makes it difficult to evalu-
ate the performance of their architecture (encoder-decoder
network) without other aids. In this work we discard the
fully connected layers of the VGG16 encoder network which
enables us to train the network using the relevant training
set using SGD optimization. Another recent method [3]
shows the benefit of reducing the number of parameters sig-
nificantly without sacrificing performance, reducing mem-
ory consumption and improving inference time.

Ourworkwas inspired by the unsupervised feature learn-
ing architecture proposed by Ranzato et al. [18]. The key
learningmodule is an encoder-decoder network. An encoder
consists of convolution with a filter bank, element-wise tanh
non-linearity, max-pooling and sub-sampling to obtain the

feature maps. For each sample, the indices of the max loca-
tions computed during pooling are stored and passed to the
decoder. The decoder upsamples the feature maps by using
the stored pooled indices. It convolves this upsampled map
using a trainable decoder filter bank to reconstruct the input
image. This architecture was used for unsupervised pre-
training for classification. A somewhat similar decoding
technique is used for visualizing trained convolutional net-
works [46] for classification. The architecture of Ranzato
et al. mainly focused on layer-wise feature learning using
small input patches. This was extended by Kavukcuoglu
et al. [47] to accept full image sizes as input to learn hierarchi-
cal encoders. Both these approaches however did not
attempt to use deep encoder-decoder networks for unsuper-
vised feature training as they discarded the decoders after
each encoder training. Here, SegNet differs from these archi-
tectures as the deep encoder-decoder network is trained
jointly for a supervised learning task and hence the decoders
are an integral part of the network in test time.

Other applications where pixel wise predictions are
made using deep networks are image super-resolution [48]
and depth map prediction from a single image [49]. The
authors in [49] discuss the need for learning to upsample
from low resolution feature maps which is the central topic
of this paper.

3 ARCHITECTURE

SegNet has an encoder network and a corresponding
decoder network, followed by a final pixelwise classification
layer. This architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2. The encoder
network consists of 13 convolutional layers which corre-
spond to the first 13 convolutional layers in the VGG16 net-
work [1] designed for object classification. We can therefore
initialize the training process from weights trained for clas-
sification on large datasets [40]. We can also discard the
fully connected layers in favour of retaining higher resolu-
tion feature maps at the deepest encoder output. This also
reduces the number of parameters in the SegNet encoder
network significantly (from 134 to 14.7 M) as compared to
other recent architectures [2], [4] (see. Table 6). Each encoder
layer has a corresponding decoder layer and hence the
decoder network has 13 layers. The final decoder output is
fed to a multi-class soft-max classifier to produce class prob-
abilities for each pixel independently.

Fig. 2. An illustration of the SegNet architecture. There are no fully connected layers and hence it is only convolutional. A decoder upsamples its input
using the transferred pool indices from its encoder to produce a sparse feature map(s). It then performs convolution with a trainable filter bank to den-
sify the feature map. The final decoder output feature maps are fed to a soft-max classifier for pixel-wise classification.
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Figure 4.4: Top: The SegNet architecture first simplifies the information in the
input image through the usual combination of convolution+pooling layers before
upscaling it again to an image of the same dimension as the original where each
pixel is classified into an object type by the final layer. Bottom: a piece of frame
of an in situ plankton imaging system. The background takes most of the image
and the few objects of interest are masked in red; those masks (each with a class
associated) would be the ones used to train the segmentation network.
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4.3 Submesocale understanding of planktonic communities

As highlighted in Section 2.3, the average distribution of plankton popu‑
lations is largely shaped by the global latitudinal gradients in light and
temperature 104. Still, local concentrations may vary several folds.Life in the ocean is

governed at
submesoscale…

These
intense patches are associated with short‑lived (days) small scale (0.1‑
10km) submesocale structures, such as filaments and small vortices, that
are created by instabilities in mesoscale (10‑100km) fronts 105. The small
spatio‑temporal scale of these structures makes them hard to describe
while they probably have a governing influence on life in the ocean.

Indeed, they can enhance phytoplankton growth by upwelling nu‑
trients into the depleted surface layer and by increasing vertical strati‑
fication, hence residence time in the well‑lit, surface, euphotic zone 106.

…for
phytoplankton…

But, they can also decrease phytoplankton stocks by downwelling cells
below the euphotic zone. Furthermore, they interact with mesoscale stir‑
ring that creates filaments and thin vertical layers, of highly concentrated
organisms. The balance between all these processes depends on the relat‑
ive depths of the mixed layer, the pycnocline, the euphotic zone, and the
nutriclines; all of which vary in space and time. Because of the complex‑
ity of these interactions and of their transient nature and small scales,
sampling or modelling the effect of sub‑mesocale structures is particu‑
larly challenging. Still, all existing evidence suggests that they may have
a governing role on the distribution of phytoplankton and, particularly,
on its diversity 105.

…and zooplankton
alike

The reaction of zooplankton to these features is even harder to quantify
because automated sensors are scarce and zooplankton can move signi‑
ficantly, at least vertically, which may partially decorrelate concentra‑
tions from local conditions. Yet, rare cases of intensive sampling show
that zooplankton concentrations and community structure change con‑
currently with small features around mesoscale fronts, both horizontally
at km scale 107–109 and vertically at m scale 110; differences in concentration
can reach an order of magnitude. The effect of sub‑mesoscale features
is therefore visible on zooplankton too. It is actually strong enough to
propagate all the wayup the food chain to top predators, such as seabirds
and tunas 111,112.

High frequency
imaging can capture

such scales

The understanding of sub/mesoscale structures, and of their influ‑
ence on phytoplankton, came from our ability to describe them at high
enough resolution, via satellites first and autonomous instruments more
recently 105. As Section 2.2.1, we need to describe zooplankton distribu‑
tion at the same, high, resolution to hope capture the effect of local en‑
vironmental forcing on its concentration. Imaging has been recognised
as a reference method of quantitative observations of plankton 113. In‑
deed, only high frequency in situ imaging devices, such as the ISIIS 114,
the ZooGlider 115, or the UVP 116, are capable of resolving the distribu‑
tion of of mm‑sized pyto‑ and zooplankton over scales of cm vertically
and km horizontally. They can help us gain insight into these important
submesoscale structures.
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We used ISIIS to repeatedly sample a mesoscale front created by a
coastal jet in the Ligurian Sea (NW Mediterranean) during the VISU‑
FRONT cruise. We sampled cross‑front transects with 1km horizontal
and 10cm vertical resolution, on a fixed line and while following Lag‑
rangian drifters. Only a fraction of that data has been analyses yet and al‑
lowed to describe the vertical patterns in Figure 2.15. Figure 4.5 exempli‑
fies the finescale relationships that this data also hints at: the distribution
of radiolarians closely tracks the deep chlorophyll maximum’s depth
and spread and concentration is lower in the frontal region (30‑40km).
Even finer scale features such as plankton accumulation on the edges
of vertical recirculation vortices of deep, oxygenated waters, seemed to
appear for other groups.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of a specific kind of Radiolarians (black dots) displayed
over an interpolated map of Chlorophyll a concentration. Only 1/4th of the ISIIS
data has been analysed to detect Radiolarians.

In addition, our recently‑developed UVP6 miniaturised camera sys‑
tem will be installed on a glider (autonomous robot that moves in the
water by adjusting its buoyancy; Figure 4.6) and will regularly sample
a transect close to the VISUFRONT one. This data, collected during the
spring bloom and summer oligotrophic period, will allow to expand the
conclusions inferred from the summer‑only ISIIS data and detect other
processes during the dynamical spring period.

T2.1 – Produce high
resolution data
through automatic
classification

An initial processing of the VISUFRONT data produced 20 million
automatically‑labelled images, which cannot all be verified by taxonom‑
ists. Yet, because the data is so rich, we proved that discarding images
classified with low scores provides a smaller but more trustworthy data‑
set, that can still reveal ecological patterns despite a lower recall 117. In
addition, efficient selective validation of intermediate score images can
help grow this dataset. We plan on using the improved classifiers de‑
veloped above (Section 4.2) and this selective validation to produce an
accurate picture of the distribution of about 50 planktonic taxa along the
front, from the data of both sensors.

T2.2 – Describe
morphotypes in
addition to taxa

In addition to providing a substrate for classification, morphological
features extracted from images are data in their own right. As shown in
Section 2.4.3, they can be used to objectively define planktonic morpho‑
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Figure 4.6: 3D rendering of UVP6 mounted on a SLOCUM glider sitting on its
carrying tray.

types 118, independent of the taxonomic class (Figure 2.23). The morpho‑
logy of planktonic organisms can reveal both inter‑individual variabil‑
ity within a taxon (in e.g. size or gut fullness, as translated by their opa‑
city) and common functional traits across taxa (e.g. large, transparent or‑
ganisms are often filter feeders). In addition to the study of plankton
diversity in Villefranche, this approach was also recently used to detect
a different feeding status of copepods along an ice margin in the Arc‑
tic and changes in marine snow composition along the bloom in the
same region. All patterns would have been missed by a purely “taxo‑
nomic” approach. Therefore, we will study the variability of morpholo‑
gical traits and define morphotypes in the datasets, in addition to taxo‑
nomic groups.

T2.3 – Relate taxa and
morphs to the
environment

The relationships between the potential environmental forcings and
the distribution of planktonic taxa and morphotypes will be inferred
through multivariate methods that can represent non‑linear effects and
complex interactions, such as gradient boosted trees 91, which I extens‑
ively used in the past. However, any regression method may be confoun‑
ded by spatial autocorrelation, which makes data points non‑indepen‑
dent, especially when points are numerous and densely distributed, like
they will be here. We will use distance‑based Moran’s Eigenvector Maps
(dbMEM 55) as covariates to capture purely spatial effects and be confid‑
ent that we detect true environmental relationships.

Finally, to really collect data at scale, over the whole oceans, ima‑
ging devices should be installed on autonomous instruments, such as the
floats of the Argo networkh.T2.4 – Embed

classification of
images in

autonomous
instruments

The miniaturised UVP6, in addition to being
usable on gliders, has been engineered to be used on such floats. How‑
ever, because these floats operate autonomously and have very little com‑
munication bandwidth, images need to be classified onboard. To achieve
classification at very low power, we extract morphological descriptors
based on the central and Hu moment invariants 119 of the objects and

hhttp://www.argo.ucsd.edu

http://www.argo.ucsd.edu
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classify them, again, through gradient boosted trees. The performance
of this approach is currently being tested.

T2.5 – Combine
observations of
plankton at different
scales

With such innovations in place, it would become possible to achieve
significant sampling effort across fronts of various dimensions combin‑
ing (i) floats equipped with UVP6, (ii) gliders adapted for zooplankton
(glider with UVP6, ZooGlider), (iii) high frequency sampling devices
(e.g. ISIIS) deployed from ships. Floats provide long term observations
and can yield numerous examples of local aggregations within submeso‑
scale structures, together with their biogeochemical context. Glider sec‑
tions are rich, high‑resolution snapshots of mesoscale structures that are
informative of ecosystem state and can achieve a temporal coverage that
cruises cannot. Cruises can inform on faster ecosystem dynamics,
through repeated transects across the same water mass, sampled in a
Lagrangian way 105, guided by drifters (such as swarms of new miniature
floats 120) and satellite altimetry. The combination of this data is required
to understand the influence of submesocale features on zooplankton.

4.4 Infer zooplankton distribution from space

While in situ sampling provides invaluable information, it will always
be limited in time and space because of practical constraints. On the
other hand, remote sensing through satellites provides us with a quasi‑
synoptic view of large parts of the oceans (albeit only their surface). The
“images” they provide can be interpreted to represent sea surface height
(and deduce the dynamics of eddies 121), sea surface temperature, chloro‑
phyll concentration, and even the coarse composition of phytoplankton
communities 122. Biological variables

can be derived from
satellite images

To derive the later quantities, the in situ measurements
are usually matched to an average satellite pixel and regressed against
the multispectral reflectance data (Figure 4.7, top part). This approach
is appropriate to predict variables that directly affect the colour of the
water (e.g. concentrations of phytoplankton or particulate matter) and
for which all the information necessary for the prediction is potentially
contained in that average pixel.

This approach was recently extended to zooplankton: the red com‑
ponent of the Visible Infra‑red Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) im‑
ages was correlated with the presence of swarms of red zooplankton
(Calanoid copepods) that accumulated near the surface, off the coast of
Norway 123. The red pigment of these species is associated with their feed‑
ing activity and the build‑up of lipid reserves . These lipid reserves con‑
stitute a large pool of carbon during the highly productive Arctic sum‑
mer; a pool that is then transferred at depth when the organisms migrate
down to hibernate 124, hence contributing to its sequestration.

T3.1 – Quantify
zooplankton
“redness”…

We will match satellite imagery with in situ estimations of the con‑
centration of Calanoid copepods collected over several past cruises and
try to calibrate the satellite signal to quantify these important zooplank‑
ton swarms, spatially. Still, optical theory is far from being as developed
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Model

Figure 4.7: The satellite imagery approach. Top (grey): the ground truth data
collected by the ship (Y , e.g. phytoplankton functional groups) is matched in
space and time with the multispectral satellite data (Xλ, here with three different
wavelengths λ), which is averaged over a small region (grey square); Y is correl‑
ated with Xλ through models such as Multi‑Layer Perceptrons or combination
of unitary relationships and can then be predicted (Ŷ ) for any input pixel. Bot‑
tom (black; proposed approach): the data from a larger region (black square) and
across several time steps is kept as a 4D cube input (Xλ,x,y,t), which is correlated
with Y through a CNN.

here as for phytoplankton and little is known regarding how to combine
multispectral data to extract relevant “redness” information. Machine
learning techniques, such as Random Forests, are particularly adept at
selecting relevant variables among a large set of potentially explanatory
ones 124. Such “blind” approaches will provide a useful first step.

However, because pigment concentration depends on the feeding
activity of the population, a strong red signal may come from a dense
swarm of moderately red individuals or from a looser swarm of intensely
coloured individuals.…based on

individual
measurements

We will use colour images that were collected in
the field, together with the samples, to quantify redness at individual
level. Extrapolating it to the rest of the population may provide a more
accurate measure of in situ redness, to be correlated with the satellite sig‑
nal. In addition, these individual measurements are interesting in and of
themselves, and will be correlated with local environmental variables,
to try to understand the environmental conditions that favour intense
feeding by these species.

Still, because of the importance of meso and submesoscale structures
highlighted previously, it seems relevant to consider the spatio‑temporal
context of the pixel of interest. Two pixels may contain the same reflect‑
ance information but be on the inner vs. outer edge of an eddy; they
would be in a very different hydrological context. This context would
be particularly relevant to predict new quantities, that depend on the
local and temporal distribution of variables that can be remotely sensed
(currents, temperature, phytoplankton) but do not have a coloured sig‑
nature; one such would be the composition of zooplankton communities.
To predict a quantity based on its context, I propose to consider the local
spatio‑temporal context of the in situ measurement as input for the re‑
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gression model (Figure 4.7). This input would therefore be a 4D cube
(wavelength, [x,y] position, time). CNNs could

naturally summarise
satellite data…

The convolutions in a CNN can nat‑
urally highlight relevant patterns within such a cube and pooling will
reduce its dimension to finally correlate it with the response variable (a
vector of concentrations of zooplankton taxa).

CNNs have already been used with satellite imagery to predict indir‑
ectly correlated quantities: time series of Sentinel land images were used
to successfully predict household income 125! However, in those cases,
the quantity to predict was representative of the whole area of the image
(e.g. average income of a village from an image of the village). …and can be

modified to predict a
value from its context

Here, we
are interested in predicting a point measurement, in a given pixel at a
given time, but using the information of the neighbouring pixels as con‑
text. Therefore, more weight should be given to the central pixel. This
can be achieved by either applying gaussian fading to the input data so
that the outer pixels have similar values and less is learned from them; or,
more elegantly, by modifying the pooling function to give more weight
to pixels closer to the centre.

T3.2 – Predict
zooplankton
communities from
space

From EcoTaxa, we will collect existing datasets describing plankton
community composition in surface waters (e.g. the ~300 Tara Oceans
stations or ~3000 UVP5 casts). Around those, we will extract cubes of
satellite data for several variables: ocean colour, temperature, but also
derived products, such as maps of finite size Lyapunov exponents 126,
that mark oceanic fronts and have proven relevant to predict the distri‑
bution of phytoplankton functional types 127. CMEMS, NASA, and oth‑
ers distribute such products with resolutions down to 4 km; not enough
to resolve submesoscale features but sufficient to describe the mesoscale
context that creates them (and therefore infer their presence). The spa‑
tial size of the extracted cube can originally be fixed but could also be
based on the internal Rossby deformation scale computed from sea sur‑
face height maps 121. Its temporal extent would depend on the time scale
of ecological processes relevant for the target zooplankton community,
likely to be several weeks 128. Finally, we will use CNNs configured as de‑
scribed above to correlate the composition of the local zooplankton com‑
munity with its mesoscale context, described by these variables. Finally
this should allow to extrapolate plankton composition to every pixel of
the world’s Ocean.
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5.2 Research

5.2.1 Main projects

2019 ‑ 2023 WWWPIC World Wide Web of Plankton Image Curation (Belmont Fo‑
rum; 1M€, PI). Setup an international infrastructure for the classification
of plankton images assisted by machine learning and the sharing of the
resulting datasets.

2019 ‑ 2022 Task 2.3 “Plankton demonstrator” of the BlueCloud project (H2020, EU;
250k€, PI). Use genomics and images jointly to infer new species and
functions for unassigned genomic reads from plankton samples; then
predict the geographical distribution of these plankton groups, traits,
and functions.

2019 ‑ 2021 ARTIFACTZ Application de l’intelligence artificielle à l’identification de
traits fonctionnels à partir d’images à haute résolution (Sentinelle‑Nord;
40k€, coPI). Use artificial intelligence to extract ecological traits from
plankton images.

2019 ‑ 2021 CARDINAL Calanus redness index from artificial intelligence: applica‑
tions to image analysis (Sentinelle‑Nord, The Arctic University of Nor‑
way; 154k€, participant). Quantify redness of individual Calanus cope‑
pods from images and relate it to redness of surface waters seen from
satellites.

2017 ‑ 2018 DL‑PIC Deep Learning for Plankton Image Classification (CNRS; 23k€,
PI). Use dedicated Convolutional Neural Networks for plankton images
classification.

2015 ‑ 2019 Task “Underwater Vision Profiler version 6” of project BRIDGES (H2020,
EU; 450k€, participant). Develop an intelligent plankton camera for auto‑
nomous instruments; I lead the machine learning developments for on‑
board classification of images.

2012 ‑ 2016 Biophysical interactions at mesoscale in the ocean (PUF; 240k$, PI). De‑
signed and ran this research, innovation, and education program, with
the University of Miami. The program funded three research actions
(dealing with plankton and fish larvae), the evolution of two instruments,
anddirectly involved 12 professors and 26 students. http://puf.rsmas.obs‑
vlfr.fr

2011 ‑ 2016 WP5 “Marine regionalisation planning” of program MERMEX (CNRS;
60k€, PI). I coordinated the data consolidation and valorisation activities
of this structuring program; this involved biogeography studies as well
as joint research with environmental economists.

2013 ‑ 2015 Task 1.6 “Ecoregionalisation” of project PERSEUS (H2020, EU; 100k€, PI).
Use ecological niche modelling and multivariate clustering to define ho‑
mogeneous regions within the Mediterranean Sea.

2011 ‑ 2014 Biogeographic atlas of the Southern Ocean (SCAR; participant). I led the
ecological niche modelling efforts, in particular for krill and fishes.

http://puf.rsmas.obs-vlfr.fr
http://puf.rsmas.obs-vlfr.fr
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of mediterranean settlement‑stage fish larvae nuance Hjort’s aberrant
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Koubbi P. Biogeochemical regions of the mediterranean sea: an objective
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multidimensional and multivariate environmental approach. Progress in
Oceanography, 151:138‑148

Chust G, et al. Mare incognitum: a glimpse into future plankton diversity
and ecology research. Frontiers in Marine Science, 4(8)
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Mulleman D, Bernard L, Dinh A. Diagnostic delay of pyogenic vertebral
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2014 Cuzin‑Roudy J, Irisson J‑O, Penot F, Kawaguchi S, Vallet C. Chapter 6.9
Southern Ocean Euphausiids. In:Biogeographic Atlas of the SouthernOcean,
De Broyer C, Koubbi P, Griffiths HJ, Raymond B, Udekem d’Acoz C, et
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Leis J, Paris CB, Irisson J‑O, Yerman M, Siebeck U. Orientation of fish lar‑
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S, Cowen R. Environmental drivers of the fine‑scale distribution of a
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Sukhovich A*, Irisson J‑O*, Perrot J, Nolet G. Automatic recognition of
T and teleseismic P waves by statistical analysis of their spectra: An ap‑
plication to continuous records of moored hydrophones. Journal of Geo‑
physical Research: Solid Earth 119(8):6469‑6485. *: co first‑author
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igate the effects of climate change on marine populations dispersal and
connectivity. Special issue of Progress in Oceanography 87:106‑112
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Irisson J‑O, Leis JM, Paris CB, Browman H. Biological processes: beha‑
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Physical‑Biological Interactions in Fish Early‑Life History, North E, Gallego
A, Petigas P (eds). ICES Cooperative Research Reports, 295:42‑59
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5.2.3 Conferences

I contributed to 38 conference presentations and 9 posters. I list here only
the ones I personally presented or directly supervised.
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Reygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau G, Irisson J‑O, Albouy C, Ayata S‑D, Benedetti F, Guieu C,
Gasparini S, Koubbi P (2014b) Ecological geography of theMediterranean
Sea. In IMBER. Bergen, Norway

2013 Irisson J‑O. Autoplot: ready made plots with ggplot2. In Rencontres R.
Lyon, France

Faillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz RFaillettaz R, Irisson J‑O. Drivers of temporal variability of larval fish
abundance in Villefranche Bay (Northwestern Mediterranean Sea) over a
7‑year time series (2006‑2012). In Larval Fish Conference. Miami, FL, USA.

Reygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau GReygondeau G, Irisson J‑O, Albouy C, Ayata S‑D, Benedetti F, Guieu C,
Gasparini S, Koubbi P. Ecoregionalisation of the Mediterranean Sea.
Poster in CIESM. Marseille, France

2012 Irisson J‑O, Webb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb AWebb A, Passafiume O, Mousseau L. Detecting hydrologic
seasons in a long term monitoring time series. In Time‑series analysis in
marine science and applications for industry. Brest, France

2009 Irisson J‑O, Paris CB, Cowen RK, Planes S. Ontogenetic vertical “migra‑
tion” in coral‑reef fish larvae communities and its consequences for dis‑
persal. In Aquatic Sciences Meeting. Nice, France

2008 Irisson J‑O, Chérubin LM, Planes S. Consequences of increased mobility
and quicker development in warmer waters on the dispersal trajectories
of fish larvae. In Ocean Sciences Meeting. Orlando, FL, USA. Best student
presentation award.

Irisson J‑O, Paris CB, De Lara M, Planes S (2008b) The importance of be‑
havior for self‑recruitment: a modelling approach. In International Coral
Reef Symposium. Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA

2006 Irisson J‑O, Paris CB, Guigand CM, Fisher R. Orientation With No Frame
of Reference (OWNFOR): An in situ system to detect and measure ori‑
entation in pelagic reef fish larvae. Ocean Sciences Meeting. Honolulu, HI,
USA

2005 Irisson J‑O, De Lara M, Planes S. Lagrangian or not lagrangian? In LAP‑
COD meeting. Lerici, Italy
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5.3 Personnel supervision

The future situation of the students/post‑docs I directly supervised is spe‑
cified after the title of their work. When the work resulted in published
papers, they are mentioned again here.

5.3.1 PhDs and post‑docs

CurrentCédric Dubois, PhD (co‑supervisor), CNRS‑Université Côte d’Azur:
Classification du plancton conjointe en espèces et traits morphologiques et fonc‑
tionnels, avec contrainte de relations espèces‑traits et de hiérarchie des espèces
selon une phylogénie.

Salomé Fabri‑Ruiz, Post‑doc (supervisor), LOV: Prediction of the future
niche of Ostreopsis cf. ovata in response to climate change.

Thelma Panaïotis, PhD (main supervisor), Sorbonne Université: Écologie
du plancton à submésoéchelle, apport de l’imagerie et de l’intelligence artificielle.

Laure Vilgrain, PhD (co‑supervisor), Université Laval‑Sorbonne Univer‑
sité: Approche par traits fonctionnels de l’écologie des copépodes arctiques et
subarctiques.

2018Amelie Rossi, PhD (committee and jury member), Univ Pasquale Paoli:
Approche morphologique et comportementale de jeunes stades de poissons côti‑
ers méditerranéens sur le littoral Nord‑Est de la Corse (Méditerranée Nord‑
Occidentale).

• Rossi A, Irisson J‑O, Levaray M, Pasqualini V, Agostini S. Orienta‑
tion of mediterranean fish larvae varies with location. Marine Bio‑
logy, 166(8):100 (2019).

2017Marc Besson, PhD (committee member), EPHE/Univ Perpignan: The im‑
portance of metamorphosis in the larval recruitment of coral reef fishes facing
climate change and pollutions.

• Besson M, Gache C, Irisson J‑O, Berthe C, Laudet V, Lecchini D.
Decreased abundance of fish in bleached anemones result from pre‑
and post‑settlement impairments. In prep

2016Leïla Ezzat, PhD (committee member), Univ Pierre et Marie Curie: Ef‑
fets de la disponibilité en sels nutritifs sur la réponse physiologique des coraux
tropicaux dans le contexte du changement climatique.

• Ezzat L, Towle E, Irisson J‑O, Langdon C, Ferrier‑Pagès C. The re‑
lationship between heterotrophic feeding and inorganic nutrient
availability in the scleractinian coral T. reniformis under a short‑
term temperature increase. Limnology and Oceanography, 61(1):89–
102 (2016)

2015Robin Faillettaz, PhD (main supervisor), Univ Pierre et Marie Curie: Es‑
timation des capacités comportementales des larves de poissons et leurs implica‑
tions pour la phase larvaire, Un cas d’étude d’espèces démersales de Méditer‑
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ranée Nord‑Occidentale. Continued as a post‑doc at LOG, France, then
Univ Miami, USA, is now permanently employed as researcher at IFRE‑
MER.

• Faillettaz R, Voué R, Crec’hriou R, Garsi L‑H, Lecaillon G, Agostini
S, Lenfant P, Irisson J‑O. Spatio‑temporal patterns of larval fish set‑
tlement in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea.Marine Ecology Pro‑
gres Series, in press

• Faillettaz R, Durand E, Paris CB, Koubbi P, Irisson J‑O. Swimming
speeds of mediterranean settlement‑stage fish larvae nuanceHjort’s
aberrant drift hypothesis. Limnology and Oceanography, 63(2):509‑
523 (2018)

• Faillettaz R, Gilletta L, Petit F, Francour P, Irisson J‑O. First records
of dusky grouper Epinephelus marginatus settlement‑stage larvae in
the Ligurian Sea. Journal of Oceanography, Research and Data, 10(1)
(2018)

• Faillettaz R, Paris CB, Irisson J‑O. Larval fish swimming behavior
alters dispersal patterns from marine protected areas in the north‑
western mediterranean sea. Frontiers in Marine Science, 5:97 (2018)

• Faillettaz R, Picheral M, Luo JY, Guigand C, Cowen RK, Irisson J‑
O. Imperfect automatic image classification successfully describes
plankton distribution patterns. Methods in Oceanography, 15‑16:60‑
77 (2018)

• Faillettaz R, Blandin A, Paris CB, Koubbi P, Irisson J‑O. Sun‑com‑
pass orientation in mediterranean fish larvae. PLoS ONE, 10(8):
e0135213 (2018)

Jessica Y Luo, PhD (committee and jury member), Univ Miami: Gelatin‑
ous zooplankton in marine communities and ecosystems: fine‑scale horizontal
and vertical distribution, trophic drivers, and contribution to global carbon cyc‑
ling.

• Luo JY, Irisson J‑O, Graham B, Guigand C, Sarafraz A, Mader C,
CowenRK. Automatic plankton image analysis using convolutional
neural networks. Limnology and Oceanography: Methods, 16(12):814‑
827 (2018)

• Faillettaz R, Picheral M, Luo JY, Guigand C, Cowen RK, Irisson J‑
O. Imperfect automatic image classification successfully describes
plankton distribution patterns. Methods in Oceanography, 15‑16:60‑
77 (2016)

• Luo JY, Grassian B, Tang D, Irisson J‑O, Greer A, Guigand C, Mc‑
Clatchie S, Cowen R. Environmental drivers of the fine‑scale distri‑
bution of a gelatinous zooplankton community across a mesoscale
front. Marine Ecology Progress Series 510:129‑149 (2014)

2014 Gabriel Reygondeau, Post‑doc (supervisor), LOV: Regionalisation of the
Mediterranean Sea. Is now employed at University of British Columbia.

• Ayata S*, Irisson J‑O*, Berline L, Dutay J, Mayot N, Nieblas A, D’Or‑
tenzio F, Palmiéri J, Reygondeau G, Rossi V, Guieu C. Regional‑
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isation of the mediterranean basin, a MERMEX synthesis. Special
issue of Progress in Oceanography, 163:7‑20 (2018) *: co first‑author

• Reygondeau G, Guieu C, Benedetti F, Irisson J‑O, Ayata S, Gaspar‑
ini S, Koubbi P. Biogeochemical regions of the mediterranean sea:
an objective multidimensional and multivariate environmental ap‑
proach. Progress in Oceanography, 151:138‑148 (2017)

5.3.2 Master students

2019Thelma Panaïotis, Master 2 Sciences de la Mer, Sorbonne Université: Ty‑
pologie globale de la distribution tridimensionnelle des communautés de planc‑
ton vues par imagerie in situ. Continued as a PhD student at LOV, France.

Laure Vilgrain, Master 2 Sciences de la Mer, Sorbonne Université: Identi‑
fication de traits morphologiques du zooplancton arctique à partir d’imagerie in
situ et description de leurs distributions selon les gradients environnementaux
en Baie de Baffin. Continued as a PhD student at LOV, France.

2018Caroline Cailleton, Master 2 Sciences de la mer et du littoral, Univ Breta‑
gne Occidentale: Étude de la diversité morphologique du zooplancton marin
le long d’une série temporelle (2009‑2017) enMéditerranée. Is now employed
in a biological conservation organisation.

2017Justine Courboulès, Master 2 Océanographie et Environnement Marin,
Univ Pierre et Marie Curie: Étude comparative des changements à long terme
des écosystèmes côtiers et hauturiers en Méditerranée Nord‑Occidentale. Con‑
tinued as a PhD student at MARBEC, Sète.

Raphaël Voué, DU, Univ Montpellier: Dynamique spatio‑temporelle du re‑
crutement des poissons côtiers en Méditerranée Française.

• Faillettaz R, Voué R, Crec’hriou R, Garsi L‑H, Lecaillon G, Agostini
S, Lenfant P, Irisson J‑O. Spatio‑temporal patterns of larval fish set‑
tlement in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea.Marine Ecology Pro‑
gres Series, in press

2015Mégane Tetaz, Master 1 Biologie et Santé de l’Environnement, Univ Nice:
Influence de la qualité du développement larvaire de poissons méditerranéens
sur leur vitesse de nage.

2014Agathe Blandin, Master 1 Océanographie et Environnement Marin, Univ
Pierre et Marie Curie: Comportement d’orientation de larves de poissons côti‑
ers en phase de recrutement en mer Méditerranée.

• Faillettaz R, Blandin A, Paris CB, Koubbi P, Irisson J‑O. Sun‑com‑
pass orientation in mediterranean fish larvae. PLoS ONE, 10(8):
e0135213 (2018)

Elysanne Durand, Master 1 Océanographie et Environnement Marin,
Univ Pierre et Marie Curie: Vitesse de nage des larves de poissons démersaux
méditerranéens et conséquences pour la dispersion.
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• Faillettaz R, Durand E, Paris CB, Koubbi P, Irisson J‑O. Swimming
speeds of mediterranean settlement‑stage fish larvae nuanceHjort’s
aberrant drift hypothesis. Limnology and Oceanography, 63(2):509‑
523 (2018)

Federica Ferrando, Master, Univ di Messina: Utilizzo di due differenti met‑
odologie di analisi per lo studio della comunità zooplanctonica in aree idrologica‑
mente diverse del Mediterraneo. Internship resulted in a published paper.

2013 Mariam Sy, Master 2, Agriculture, Alimentation et Développement Dur‑
able, Univ Montpellier: Indice de services écosystémiques en Méditerranée.
Continued as a PhD student at Univ Montpellier.

2012 Alice Webb, Master 2 Oceanography, IMBRSea: Hydrological seasonal and
inter‑annual variability in the Bay of Villefranche sur Mer during 1995‑2011
and biochemical consequences.

2011 Leïla Ezzat, Master, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne: Distri‑
bution verticale de larves de poissons coralliens à la Barbade. Continued as a
PhD student in Monaco.

2010 Elise Lacoste, Master 2 Océanographie et Environnement Marin, Univ
Pierre et Marie Curie:Couplage entre la distribution des larves de poissons cor‑
alliens et de leurs proies potentielles. Continued as a PhD student in EPHE
and Univ Perpignan.

2009 ErwanDelrieu‑Trottin, Master 2Océanographie et EnvironnementMarin,
Univ Pierre et Marie Curie: Distribution des larves de poissons coralliens:
stratégies écologiques et corrélats environnementaux. Continued as a PhD
sutdent in EPHE/Univ Perpignan.

• Hubert N, Delrieu‑Trottin E, Irisson J‑O, Meyer C, Planes S. Identi‑
fying coral reef fish larvae through DNA barcoding: a test case with
the families Acanthuridae and Holocentridae. Molecular Phylogen‑
etics and Evolution 55(3):1195‑203 (2010)

2007 Pierre Torres, Master 1 Écologie Fonctionnelle, Univ Perpignan: Import‑
ance écologique de la distribution verticale des larves de poissons coralliens.

2006 Aubin Mboumba, Master 1 Environnement Mediterranéen, Univ Perpig‑
nan: Distribution verticale des larves de poissons coralliens autour de la Bar‑
bade.

5.3.3 Undergraduate students

2018 Lauriane Bergeon, L3, Univ Montpellier: Suivi historique des population de
plancton en rade de Villefranche sur mer. Continued in a Master of Ecology
at Univ Montpellier.

2016 Joshua Bac, Intechmer: Observation de l’hydrologie, du zooplancton et des
larves de poissons en rade de Villefranche.

2015 Julie Lafaye, ESPCI 1ère année: Suivi du recrutement des larves de poissons
côtiers en Méditerranée.
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2014Agathe Maupetit, VetAgro’Sup: Étude de la distribution des organismes
planctoniques dans le courant Ligure. Internship contributed to

• Faillettaz R, Picheral M, Luo JY, Guigand C, Cowen RK, Irisson J‑
O. Imperfect automatic image classification successfully describes
plankton distribution patterns. Methods in Oceanography, 15‑16:60‑
77 (2018)

2012Alexis Deru‑Denise, INP ENSE3, Grenoble:Reconnaissance du zooplancton
assistée par ordinateur.

5.4 Teaching

I taught 64h per year as teaching assistant during my PhD and teach over
200h per year as associate professor since 2009, mostly at Masters level.
I am in charge of four teaching modules.

2009‑…Instrumentation and Acquisition of Data inOceanography (coordinator),
Master 2 Sciences de la Mer, Sorbonne Univ: Scientific cruise planning (3h),
Databases for oceanography (6h), Reading and plotting data with R (3h), Plank‑
ton imaging (4.5h), Supervision of student projects (6h)

Methods for Data Exploitation in Oceanography (coordinator), Master 2
Sciences de la Mer, Sorbonne Univ: R for data science (6h), Mapping and
interpolationwith practical (3+6h), Introduction to multivariate data analysis
with practical (3+3h), Signal processing with practical (3+3h), Supervision
of student projects (6h) [and previously:Oceanographic “big” data processing
with practical (3+3h)]

Modelling of Marine Ecosystems, Master 2 Sciences de la Mer, Sorbonne
Univ: class + practical for all topics, Lagrangian models (3+3h), Advanced
population dynamics (3+3h), Supervision of student projects (3h) [and previ‑
ously: Optimal behaviour (3+3h)]

Multivariate Statistics (coordinator), Summer school, Sorbonne Univ:
class + practical for all topics, Introduction to programming with R (6h),
Data series (6+6h), Redundancy analysis (3+3h), Tree‑based learning (3+3h)
[and previously: Multivariate regression (3+3h)]

2010‑…Agrégation SVTU, Sorbonne Univ: Behavioural Ecology (8h), Sexual selec‑
tion (4h), “Leçons” (supervision of lectures by students; 5h).

Plankton diversity, Summer school, Sorbonne Univ: Ichthyoplankton di‑
versity, with practical (3h)

2018‑…Exploited marine resources (co‑coordinator), Master 2 Sciences de la
Mer, Sorbonne Univ: Ichthyoplankton ecology, with modelling practical
(3+3h)

2017‑2019Introduction to modelling, Master 1 Sciences de la Mer, Sorbonne Univ:
Introduction to population dynamics (4h)
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2009‑2018 Response of plankton to environmental changes, Master 2, Sciences de
la Mer, Sorbonne Univ: Ichthyoplankton’s response to its environment (3h)

2016‑2017 Biological processes in the ocean, Master 1 Sciences de la Mer, Sorbonne
Univ: Connectivity of marine populations, with modelling practical (6h)

2014‑2016 Research education, License Biologie, Sorbonne Univ: Scientific commu‑
nication (7h), Connectivity and marine reserves (7h)

2012‑2016 Coordinator of a student and professor exchange program between the
oceanography departments of Univ Pierre et Marie Curie and of the Ro‑
senstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences or Univ Miami (PUF‑
funded project).

2015 Graduate courses, RSMAS, Univ Miami: Multivariate Statistics, similar
to the one taught at Sorbonne Univ (above) but adapted to the graduate
program at RSMAS.

2013 Graduate courses, RSMAS, Univ Miami: Ichthyoplankton response to phys‑
ical forcings (3h)

2009‑2015 GIS and spatial processes, Master 2, Sciences de la Mer, Sorbonne Univ:
Introduction to R (3h), Species distribution modelling (3h)

2009‑2010 Introduction to modelling for conservation, Master 2, Sciences de la Mer,
Sorbonne Univ: Modelling population dynamics (8h)

2005‑2008 Agrégation SVTU, Univ Montpellier: The ecology of sociality (8h)

2004‑2008 Biology, License pluridisciplinaire 3, Univ Perpignan: 60h of classes on
general biology (from cell processes to environmental sciences); I was
coordinator of the biology curriculum, taught most classes and graded
all exams

2006‑2007 Reef Ecology, EPHE/Univ Perp: Hydrodynamics, modelling and larval flux
(3h)

2002‑2006 Master 1 Ecology, École Normale Supérieure/Univ Pierre Marie Curie:
Bifurcation analysis (6h), Interspecific relationships (3h)

5.5 Community activities

2019‑… Leader of team COMPutational PLankton Ecology (COMPLEx; 10 per‑
manent staff, 10 contract staff), Laboratoire d’Océanographie de Ville‑
franche (LOV).

Member of the European Marine Board panel on Big Data.

Chair of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES)
working group on Machine Learning for Marine Sciences (WGMLEARN).

2013‑… Member of the board of the Société Française d’Écologie et d’Évolution
(French Society for Ecology and Evolution).
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2016‑2018Leader of team Processus dans les Ecosystèmes Pélagiques (PEPS; 19 per‑
manent staff, 15 contract staff), Laboratoire d’Océanographie de Ville‑
franche (LOV).

2015‑2018Panel member of the Commission Nationale de la Flotte Côtière (CNFC).

2013‑2017Coordinator of the ecosystem observation actions at Observatoire Océan‑
ologique de Villefranche.

OngoingReviewer for Aquatic Biology, Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aqua‑
tic Sciences, Coral Reefs, Ecology Letters, Ecological Complexity, Estu‑
arine Coastal and Shelf Science, Global Change Biology, ICES Journal of
Marine Science, Ichthyological Research, Integrative and Comparative
Biology, Interface Focus, Journal of Plankton Research, Journal of Statist‑
ical Software, Limnology and Oceanography: Methods, Marine Biology,
Nature Communications, PCI Ecology, PeerJ, PLoS ONE, The R Journal.

Reviewer or panel member for Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR),
Belspo, CNRS (INSU, LEFE and GMMC), Fondation pour la Recherche
sur la Biodiversité (FRB), Haut Conseil de l’Évaluation de la Recherche
et de l’Enseignement Supérieur (HCÉRES), Institut Français de Recher‑
che pour l’Exploitation de la MER (IFREMER), National Geographic, Re‑
search Foundation ‑ Flanders (FWO), Sorbonne Université.
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Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches

Towards a computational
ecology of plankton

Résumé
  Ma carrière scientifique a commencé par lʹétude du comportement des larves de 
poissons. Jʹai prouvé quʹelles nagent à des vitesses non-négligeables, sʹorientent, 
notamment en fonction de lʹazimut solaire, et sʹorientent mieux en groupe que 
seules. Quand ces capacités comportementales sont introduites dans des modèles 
Lagrangiens de dispersion, elles influencent les patrons spatiaux de recrutement, 
réduisant souvent les distances de dispersion.
  Je me suis également intéressé à la distribution tridimensionnelle de ces larves et 
du plancton associé. Ces études ont montré que, dans les structures à mésoéchelle, 
une très haute résolution spatio-temporelle est nécessaire pour parvenir à détecter 
des patrons clairs dans la distribution des organismes ou les associations entre taxa.
  À plus large échelle, je me suis ensuite intéressé à la biogéographie dʹespèces 
pélagiques. Dans un atlas de lʹocéan Austral, la modélisation de la niche écologique 
dʹespèces de poissons et de krill a souligné la forte influence des fronts circum-
antarctiques. Les travaux de régionalisation de la Méditerranée ont montré que des 
communautés spécifiques dʹorganismes pélagiques exploitent la zone de gradient 
entre les bassins Est et Ouest. La comparaisons entre diverses régionalisations de 
ce�e région a permis dʹidentifier des zones, de stabilité ou de fort gradient, 
cohérentes quelles que soit les caractéristiques des masses dʹeau considérées.
  Enfin, jʹai contribué à lʹeffort dʹobservation à long terme mené à Villefranche-sur-
Mer, notamment en me�ant en place un système de centralisation et visualisation 
des données récoltées. Lʹexploitation de ces données a confirmé que la Méditerranée 
est une zone où le changement climatique est prononcé, que lʹoligotrophisation 
associée résulte en une diversification des organismes zooplanctoniques et que le 
recrutement des poissons côtiers est cohérent spatialement mais extrêmement 
sporadique temporellement.
  Le point commun entre ces activités apparemment disparates est lʹutilisation 
dʹoutils numériques pour répondre à des questions écologiques. Mon projet de 
recherche est également focalisé sur des approches ʺcomputationnellesʺ, telles que 
lʹapprentissage machine, qui combine de nombreux calculs unitaires pour 
reconnaitre des structures dans de grandes masses de données. Ces données sont 
maintenant disponibles pour lʹétude du plancton, notamment grâce à de nouveaux 
instruments dʹimagerie. Je commencerai par poursuivre mes efforts actuels vers 
lʹautomatisation de lʹidentification dʹorganismes planctoniques sur des images. En 
utilisant ces nouveaux outils instrumentaux et logiciels, il deviendra possible de 
décrire la distribution spatio-temporelle du plancton à la même, haute, résolution 
que son environnement biogéochimique. Cela perme�ra dʹétudier leurs intéractions 
dans les structures à submésoéchelle, qui sont primordiales pour la dynamique de 
ces organismes à plus grande échelle. Enfin, à ce�e grande échelle, les satellites 
perme�ent dʹavoir une vision synoptique de la couche de surface des océans. Je 
propose dʹutiliser les corrélations spatio-temporelles locales dans données quʹils 
récoltent pour décrire, et prédire à lʹéchelle globale, la structure des communautés 
de zooplancton.
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